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Preface

In the early 1600s, the influential scientist-philosopher Descartes proposed a role of 
the brain in consciousness; based on its anatomical location, he incorrectly suggested 
that the soul (consciousness) resides in the pineal body. For the next three-and-a-half 
centuries, the relationship between the brain and consciousness was discussed almost 
exclusively by philosophers, who fiercely debated Descartes’ belief that a nonmaterial 
soul could act on a physical body. Scientists distanced themselves from the subject, 
believing that the subjective nature of the mind made its scientific study impossible. 

The twentieth century brought advances in scientific techniques, which have 
improved our knowledge of the brain’s anatomical pathways, chemistry, electrical 
signaling, functional connections, and relationship to behavior. Philosophers initially 
discussed these findings in relationship to the mind–body question; their discussions 
with scientists in the latter half of the twentieth century led to a renaissance of sci-
entific exploration into cognitive neuroscience, including studies on the relationship 
between brain activity and consciousness (or conscious perception).  

Scientific exploration on the subject has not, however, led to consensus, either among 
philosophers or scientists. Problems begin with the definition of consciousness itself; 
every attempt to describe a single defining characteristic has been countered with 
exceptions. The unique, subjective nature of an individual’s conscious experiences is 
equally problematic; even perceptual differences (is the red I see the same as what you 
see?) provide challenges for a brain-based explanation of conscious experience. Such 
issues have provoked a wide range of theoretical solutions, yet the premise of each 
theoretical approach has its detractors. 

This book begins by reviewing several prominent theories attempting to explain 
consciousness, pointing out phenomena they explain along with strengths and 
weaknesses. It then proceeds to a new model, limited in scope to a specific form of 
consciousness described succinctly as the “normal alert” state. This state includes 
diverse cognitive abilities, including all properties that we recognize and associate 
with our normal alert state. These abilities include awareness and responsiveness to 
our surroundings, emotional engagement, access to old memories and the ability 
to acquire new ones, language, and the skill to use these cognitive abilities to plan, 
discuss, and behave as we choose. By this definition, the absence of any one of these 
abilities results in a different state of consciousness, mediated by a different set of 
brain mechanisms.  

The heart of this model is the Cartesian theater of the mind, an intuitively appeal-
ing idea previously rejected by both philosophers and scientists of the twentieth 
century. The concept is that a central brain region evaluates sensory inputs, then acts 
upon them to create memories and generate appropriate behavioral (and emotional) 
responses. When modern neuroscience was re-introduced to the philosophy of mind 



in the 1970s, philosophers argued vehemently against its existence based on contem-
porary science and two underlying assumptions. First, all forms of consciousness 
were assumed to be equivalent; you are either conscious or not conscious. Because 
there is no localized lesion of the brain where all forms of consciousness are lost, 
philosophers argued there is no brain structure that can function as a Cartesian 
theater of the mind. A second, implicit assumption is that a Cartesian theater must 
be located within a single brain structure. These arguments appeared so compelling 
that every subsequent theory of consciousness until now has dismissed the idea as 
untenable.  

In this work, the author uses our common experiences to dispute these underlying 
assumptions. The normal alert state of consciousness is differentiated from automatic 
behaviors such as sleepwalking and automatic driving (which relies on automatic 
responses to familiar objects and events). A bilateral lesion of the hippocampus does 
in fact eliminate this normal alert state of consciousness, which coordinates environ-
mental awareness, development of new memories, intentional movements, emotional 
responses to situations, and creative combination of ideas. Furthermore, the author 
shows that central executive properties required by a Cartesian theater are present 
when the joint properties of the left and right hippocampus are examined.  

By focusing on effective connectivity findings between brain regions, a central 
executive model of hippocampal activity is assembled to explain normal alert con-
sciousness. This model explains diverse cognitive abilities associated with the state 
of consciousness, such as perceptual awareness and memory formation; in addition, 
neural interactions are described to explain creativity, decision-making, learning, 
qualia, social behaviors, and memory recall. The strengths and weaknesses of the 
model are delineated, along with suggestions for experiments that can test its various 
components.

Many neurological disorders are revealed by abnormalities in conscious functions; 
hippocampal dysfunction has been identified in a surprising number of these, 
including Alzheimer’s, temporal lobe epilepsy, Parkinson’s, ADHD, and concus-
sions. Explanations for behavioral and cognitive effects of hippocampal disruption 
in these neurological disorders are proposed based on the model and the known 
functionality of hippocampal connections. Besides a better understanding of the 
causes of neurological symptoms, demonstrating the model’s validity could have 
practical consequences, as the effectiveness of medical treatments for individuals 
could be evaluated based on anticipated changes in hippocampal function and 
connectivity.

Finally, the author discusses the implications of the model for a variety of philosophi-
cal issues, including the self, free will, subjectivity (including qualia), non-human 
consciousness, and artificial intelligence (AI). The model is uniquely consistent with 
many of our subjective experiences, including free will, qualia, and animal conscious-
ness. The model’s implications for sentience in AI are less clear; to mimic the sentience 
observed in humans and animals, however, a new approach to AI would be required 
to develop a sense of self and emotional associations.

IV

Unlike many theories of consciousness, the components of this model are testable; 
plus, it explains a wider range of conscious phenomena. The issues and systematic 
approach used here should inform future explorations on the topic.

Douglas D. Burman
Director Emeritus of fMRI Services,

Department of Radiology, 
NorthShore University HealthSystem,

Evanston, Illinois, USA 
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Chapter

Normal Alert Consciousness: 
A Central Executive Model of 
Hippocampal Function
Douglas D. Burman

Abstract

The relationship between brain and consciousness has been debated since 
Descartes in the 1500s, new theories arising in the twentieth century with the devel-
opment of modern neuroscience. All are controversial due to the lack of consensus 
on the definition of consciousness, what cognitive properties must be explained, and 
how to evaluate sentience. Most theoretical explanations bear little relationship to 
our inner conscious experiences. In the current monograph, the normal alert state of 
consciousness is defined, and components to be explained are delineated. Debunking 
misconceptions from previous theories and presenting new evidence, a model is 
proposed whereby the hippocampus plays a central role in executing and coordinat-
ing cognitive functions associated with normal alert consciousness. Key elements 
of the model reflect recent findings that the combined effect from the left and right 
hippocampus influences other regions involved in performing many or all cognitive 
tasks while filtering out irrelevant information. Methods are described for testing the 
model. Finally, implications are discussed for a variety of neurological disorders and 
philosophophical issues, including free will and the possibility of sentience in artifi-
cial intelligence.

Keywords: hippocampus, executive function, connectivity, neuroscience, philosophy, 
Descartes, theater of the mind, functionalism, free will

1. Introduction

In the early 1600s, Descartes proposed that the pineal body is the seat of the soul 
(or consciousness), reasoning that because it connects the two halves of the brain, 
the pineal body must integrate information from each hemisphere into the unified 
construct of one’s self [1]. Descartes speculated on the role of the brain in conscious-
ness based on his contemporary knowledge about brain anatomy. He was wrong; even 
when not calcified, the pineal body is unrelated to consciousness, instead functioning 
to regulate seasonal rhythms and sexual function [2, 3].

For centuries, knowledge of brain function was limited to inferences from 
anatomical studies and the loss of function following brain injury. The situation 
changed in the twentieth century, when techniques were developed to record the 
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brain’s electrical activity while an experimental subject (either human or animal) 
performed tasks. Because information is transmitted in the brain through electrical 
signals, this methodological advance allowed scientists to explore the relationship 
among brain activity, sensory stimuli appearing in the environment, behavior, and 
cognitive processes that underlie behavior. Evidence-based consideration of the 
relationship between brain and consciousness was advanced in the last quarter of 
the twentieth century when the philosophers Daniel Dennett [4–7] and Patricia 
Churchland [8–10] applied contemporary knowledge of science function to age-old 
philosophical issues. They rejected Descartes’ dualism, which suggested that the 
mind/soul and physical body were distinct substances; their interest was largely 
focused on whether consciousness is derived from brain activity and the implications 
for free will.

Descartes’ underlying belief that conscious experience must reside in a single 
brain location was also rejected. Subsequently, elaborate theories were developed by 
both philosophers and scientists to explain how consciousness could result from brain 
activity in the absence of this “Cartesian theater of the mind.” Books on consciousness 
from the past half-century suggest that most philosophers and scientists accept the 
idea that consciousness is associated with brain activity, but little else has reached 
consensus. Some suggest consciousness results directly from brain activity, although 
how this occurs is unknown [11–14]; others suggest consciousness is merely an 
epiphenomenon, occurring in association with brain activity without being caused by 
it [15, 16]. Still others suggest consciousness is nothing more than an illusion [6, 17]. 
Many studying the issue wrestle with the subjective nature of consciousness, and 
some questioning whether any account could satisfactorily explain how my conscious 
experiences differ from yours.

Several explanations for how brain activity generates consciousness have been 
offered. Twentieth-century explanations initially considered how consciousness 
could be constructed from a complex structure of functionally distinct regions 
[6, 18–20]. As it became clear that interactions between brain areas must play a 
role, more holistic explanations were offered, emphasizing interactions between 
functional systems [21, 22]. Diverse explanations have been put forth, including 
competitive interactions or integration between brain areas [15, 18, 19], perceptual 
organization with recurrent feedback [23, 24], an attentional schema [25], conscious-
ness rooted in feelings [26, 27], information-based theories [28–31], electromagnetic 
fields [32], methods for coordinating brain activity across regions [11, 33], higher-
order representations [34], a feedback mechanism for behavioral control [35], and 
quantum entanglement [36–39]. Although each theory explains some phenomena, 
each has its detractors. Arguments against theoretical explanations typically involve 
one or more of the following objections: The definition of consciousness is problem-
atic; the explanation is inadequate to explain qualia, the individual subjective nature 
of conscious perceptions; or the explanation is too limited and inadequate to explain 
other conscious phenomena.

Most recent theories exploring the brain basis of consciousness focus on the 
neural correlates of consciousness [40–43]. Some brain cells in sensory areas respond 
selectively to stimulus properties, regardless of a subject’s perception, whereas the 
responses of other cells depend on whether that property is perceived. Cells depen-
dent on perception may not be directly involved in consciousness—they do not neces-
sarily reflect perceptions of other objects—but their location might provide insight 
into the network of brain areas required for conscious perception. “Consciousness of” 
an object, however, is different than the subjective experience of consciousness (also 
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called phenomenological consciousness) [13] and does not address how the brain acts 
on this information to generate behavior.

Unfortunately, many theories of consciousness are not experimentally testable, 
appealing instead to their ability to explain a set of phenomena associated with 
consciousness. The model to be offered here does not suffer this limitation, at least in 
regard to its components. Before explaining the basis for this model, however, some 
issues need to be addressed that have limited the development of theories, beginning 
with a definition of a specific state of consciousness.

2. Relevant issues and considerations

2.1 Defining consciousness

In philosophical discussions about the brain, consciousness is rarely defined, 
perhaps because it lacks a single delimiting characteristic.

Awareness is often considered, but is inadequate. The brain activity of some 
vegetative patients changes when presented with their own name [44, 45] or when 
presented a mental imagery task [46]. Does this signify consciousness? Similarly, a 
mother in a deep sleep may arouse at the sound of her baby crying, indicating some 
level of environmental awareness. Other characteristics associated with sentience are 
also inadequate. Motor control does not define consciousness; awareness is not lost 
when administered a paralytic agent. Memory seems necessary for consciousness, yet 
sleep-wake cycles persist in people with memory disorders, with wakefulness accom-
panied by “conscious” activities. Some type of memory is required during conscious-
ness, however, to maintain a connection between a series of moments in time.

“Consciousness” can refer to different states. We may be conscious of something, 
but that’s different from phenomenological consciousness, awareness of our individ-
ual existence, and thought processes. Similar distinctions can be made between other 
conscious states, such as alert wakefulness, dreaming, drowsiness, automatic driving, 
and altered states of consciousness associated with meditation or drug use.

If we assume that phenomenological consciousness represents a single state, it 
may be impossible to define consciousness, given the qualitative differences between 
various states of consciousness. It seems likely, however, that different mechanisms 
(and perhaps brain regions) give rise to different states of consciousness. This possi-
bility has a historical precedent. In the 1950s, memories were assumed to result from a 
single learning process. Karl Lashley undertook a search to identify where in the brain 
memories were stored (“engrams”), training lab animals before removing different 
parts of the brain and testing memory performance [47]. He was unable to eliminate 
memories, but noted that memory deficits were greater when larger areas of the brain 
were removed. He concluded that memories were distributed throughout the brain, 
much like a hologram. His conclusion was never supported by further experimenta-
tion. The idea was eventually abandoned with the discovery of different types of 
memories, each involving different brain structures.

Varied states of consciousness may arise from different mechanisms. Some have 
argued against this possibility, asking why, from an evolutionary viewpoint, would 
multiple brain structures do the same thing? What evidence is there for a duplication 
of function in the brain?

Three salient points may be made. First, the presence of multiple mechanisms for 
accomplishing conscious behavior has an evolutionary advantage; damage to a single 
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brain system for consciousness would otherwise incapacitate an animal, reducing its 
chances for survival. Second, consciousness does not have a unitary function. The 
ability to awake from sleep by hearing infant cries serves a different function than the 
ability to plan social activities for the next month. Third, many functions of the brain 
are duplicated, with nuanced distinctions and interactions between brain areas with 
overlapping functions. Generating body movements, for example, can result from 
different brain systems; the primary motor cortex generates signals for volitional 
movements that proceed (relatively) directly to muscle effectors via the corticospi-
nal tract, yet the basal ganglia can independently generate motor signals that guide 
complex movements. Indeed, except for a loss in dexterity, complete destruction of 
the primary motor cortex results in few permanent motor deficits [48, 49].

If we assume multiple states of consciousness reflect different mechanisms, inter-
actions must occur between these varied systems. When we discuss phenomenologi-
cal consciousness, we typically refer to our normal alert state, where we are aware and 
responsive to our surroundings, emotionally engaged, and access memories as well as 
acquire new ones. We can use these abilities to cognitively plan, discuss, and behave as 
we choose. This entire combination of characteristics defines this state of conscious-
ness—remove any one of these attributes and the qualitative nature of consciousness 
changes. A model for this state of consciousness must be able to explain how all its 
component processes are coordinated.

2.2 Evidence for brain-based consciousness

David Chalmers famously stated that the easy problem about consciousness will 
be to explain the mechanism for cognitive processes such as memory, whereas the 
hard problem is to explain subjective experiences, such as qualia [50, 51]. Qualia 
refers to qualitative differences in perception by people viewing the same object under 
the same conditions, typically subtle differences arising from each person’s unique 
subjective experiences.

In this definition, “viewing” does not necessarily require sight or vision, although 
a common example involves the perception of a red object. How do I know that I see 
a red object the same as you? The wavelengths reflected by the object can be mea-
sured, but the light must be absorbed by pigments in the retina, generating electri-
cal potentials in cone cells that produce electrical spikes in neurons, and relayed 
to the lateral geniculate nucleus, a brain region specialized for processing visual 
information. Electrical activity in the lateral geniculate is insufficient to generate 
awareness. Neurochemicals are released that cross synapses to generate electrical 
potentials, eliciting spikes in electrical activity that are conveyed to the primary 
visual cortex. This process of neurochemical crossing synapses to generate electrical 
potentials must be repeated several times before perception of the red object reaches 
consciousness.

Would our perception of red be the same if our processes for passing information 
to the brain differed? This could happen at any point in the pathway; our cone pig-
ments might differ in the wavelengths that they absorb, for example, or the frequency 
of electrical spikes in the optic nerve might differ, or the efficacy in generating 
postsynaptic potentials in the lateral geniculate might diverge. We have learned to 
describe the color of this object as red, even if one of us is red-green colorblind, so our 
descriptions would belie our differences in perception. Furthermore, our subjective 
reactions to colors differ; I am enamored with some tints of red but dislike others, 
including the shade my previous homeowner loved for the dining room walls.
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Are differences in qualia only a problem of communication about subjective expe-
rience? Is it even possible to describe my perception of red that clearly differentiates 
my experience from yours, or that defines its character? Philosophers agree that qualia 
are real, reflecting differences in our subjective consciousness, yet they disagree 
vehemently over whether they can ever be explained through our understanding of 
brain activity.

Similar issues are raised about the qualia of pain. We know that sensory input 
associated with pain is transmitted through C nerve fibers, and we can measure 
the frequency of electrical spikes transmitted through those fibers to the brain. 
Nonetheless, the same frequency in C fibers might be perceived as exquisitely painful 
to one person but barely irritating to another. Furthermore, C fibers are not directly 
responsible for the perception of pain; pain can by eliminated by chemically blocking 
the transmission of C fiber signals into the brain. Fundamentally, we do not under-
stand which brain processes underlie the conscious perception of pain. How can brain 
activity explain the immediacy of the pain when my arm is pinched (or differences in 
my painful experiences from yours)?

For many philosophers, the feature of qualia is the defining characteristic of 
consciousness [14, 52]; it differentiates a conscious human being from a purely 
mechanical machine. This raises the question: Can artificial intelligence (AI) acquire 
consciousness? Arguments mostly center on the possibility of AI acquiring qualia. 
The qualia issue is not limited to humans and AI; Nagel famously staked out his posi-
tion by questioning whether we could ever know what it is like to be a bat.

It is my position that qualia can (and must) be explainable from brain activity. The 
rationale for this conclusion should be clear from the experiences of my second cousin 
Anthony, a romantic who spent years with his sweetheart Francesca on Sardinia 
beaches in Italy. He loved sunsets, and he would describe them in exquisite detail, 
almost poetic when describing their various shades of crimson and gold. Sometimes 
he painted what he saw, color-washing the canvas with stains and pigments to 
produce a brilliant, shimmery effect.

Anthony loved sunsets—until one fateful summer night in late July. He was walk-
ing on the beach with Francesca when they were accosted by a young man wielding a 
cutter, demanding that she hand over her pearl necklace, a gift from Anthony when 
he had proposed marriage 2 weeks earlier. Anthony stepped in, heart thumping as he 
wrestled with the thief and tried to pry the knife away. The thief pulled free, cutting 
the necklace from Francesca’s neck before stabbing her in the chest. Francesca died in 
Anthony’s arms.

Now Anthony hates sunsets, especially at the beach. A year later, his counselor 
insisted he should paint a sunset at the beach as part of his therapy. As the sun started 
to set, Anthony felt his heart racing, and was soon drenched in sweat. I saw his paint-
ing, full of dark colors embedded within the red and yellow of the sunset, unlike any 
of his previous paintings. Anthony insisted he had only painted what he saw.

The qualia Anthony felt about sunsets was altered by his experiences, a subjective 
response that now includes physiological effects mediated by adrenaline and other 
stress hormones.

This thought experiment feels true to life, because we have all experienced similar 
changes in perception in response to our life events.

The subjective perception of red is often used as an example of qualia. As noted 
above, individual differences may result from, or at least begin with, differences in 
retinal pigments that absorb certain wavelengths to generate nerve impulses delivered 
to the brain. This argument is based on an outdated theory of color perception. The 
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perception of a color (including, but not limited to its hue) depends on interactions 
with light conditions in nearby regions of the visual field; the critical interactions 
occur in cortical regions of the brain.

Philosophers may argue that this relates to the perception of color, but not my 
unique, subjective experience when I see the color. Such an argument misses the 
point: Subjective experiences result from our personal interactions with our envi-
ronment, which are continually modified by experience. These qualia reflect the 
experiences of our “self” with the external environment, as presented by our sensory 
experiences conveyed to the brain, modified by our genetic predispositions and 
memories of previous experiences.

All experiences, past and present, are tinged with emotional overtones, based on 
current and past experiences, associated with neural activity in appropriate parts of 
the brain. Some emotional responses are short (a few seconds or less, mediated by 
orbitofrontal cortex and the amygdala), others are long (hours or days, mediated by 
hormones such as adrenaline and cortisol). Brain mechanisms for feelings and emo-
tions help organize our behaviors and thoughts, permeating our cognitive behavior in 
ways we may not even recognize. I had a hard time remembering the correct name of 
my neighbor for years, because the names Leslie and Stephanie “feel” the same to me; 
similarly, my wife had a hard time distinguishing the name Evan from Ryan. These 
effects were not mediated by past associations, as neither my wife nor I knew others 
with these names; rather, they were likely mediated by connections between frontal 
language areas and orbitofrontal regions implicated in emotions [53]. Brain studies 
on language have confirmed orbitofrontal activation associated with the emotional 
content of language [54–56].

The same principles apply to the perception of pain: Beyond reflexes, my subjec-
tive response to painful stimuli reflects my past experiences as much as the frequency 
and pattern of nerve impulses conveyed through my pain pathways.

2.3 The embodied self

My consciousness exists within a body that I identify as my physical self. This may 
be true of all conscious existence, at least for humans and animals. Some research 
findings suggest the existence of some form of conscious awareness and interactions 
among plants and even unicellular organisms, but the nature of such a consciousness 
and its physical basis is beyond the scope of this treatise.

Our understanding of consciousness is tied to the concept of self. My “self” is 
conscious—and I can describe what I am conscious of—but who is this “self”? Is 
it defined by my body? With the exception of most brain cells, all cells in the body 
are replaced within a period of a few years, so my body now differs from my body 
as a child, or even a decade ago. Is my “self” defined by my brain—or by my brain 
programs? Will my “self” survive my death? Philosophers and theologians (as well as 
science fiction buffs) have spent considerable time and effort discussing these issues, 
tying this issue to the concept of consciousness.

Our self requires a sense of continuity across time. Despite changes in body 
growth, experiences, and even personality, I subjectively feel like I am the same per-
son I was as a child (although, hopefully, more developed emotionally and intellectu-
ally). My normal alert consciousness, however, has been interrupted innumerable 
times from periods of sleep, daydreaming, and even anesthesia. What is there about 
my “self” that has been maintained across my lifetime?
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Philosophers have discussed this issue extensively, arguments often muddled from 
conflating the different meanings of the word “self.” This should become apparent in 
the discussion below.

I recognize my wife walking down the street based on her physical being; that’s 
not me, or her best friend, or a stranger—that’s my wife herself. When my daughter 
was born, she recognized others (and the world) as separate from herself because we 
were not attached to her body, nor could she directly manipulate us. The first time I 
spoke to her, moments after her birth, she turned her head and gazed intently in my 
direction, facial muscles dancing in a series of expressions I would not have believed 
possible from a newborn. She recognized her body as her “self” because she had 
an extensive measure of control over its movements and the sensory stimulation it 
provided, control that would be refined and extended with use.

In a newborn, the “self” is defined jointly by the bodily senses and its motor sys-
tem because that is the limits of what she can directly control. The conceptual schema 
of herself—that is, what she herself can directly control—evolves as she develops. 
This is not a cognitive conceptualization, but rather, a schema embedded within the 
brain that differentiates between what can and cannot be accomplished through the 
body it controls.

Our conceptual schema of our self evolves through our childhood and the rest 
of our life, extending beyond the sensory/motor framework that was embedded 
within our brain before we were born. When we are young, our family describes who 
we are through our personality traits; we are told we are more than just our body. 
Although this seems to provide a new definition of “self,” we intuitively sense we have 
control over these behaviors and personality traits, so our sense of self evolves. I may 
describe myself as kind, gentle, and caring as well as rational and stubborn, with a 
sardonic sense of humor. These characteristics describe my inner self because they 
represent patterns of behavior within my control that became ingrained over time.

If my arm was forcibly moved to strike someone—perhaps through a configura-
tion of stimulating electrodes under someone else’s control—that would not be some-
thing I myself did. I would still believe it was my arm that struck the blow—assuming 
my arm was under my control during other conditions. If I no longer had control over 
the arm, perhaps because of neurological damage, my internal conceptual schema 
might change so I no longer considered it mine. Such cases have been reported, a 
condition known as anosognosia for hemiplegia [57–59]. One such patient would not 
identify his paralyzed left leg as his own, even when its connection to his own body 
was pointed out. Annoyed with the intrusion of this leg, he threw it out of his bed, 
then was surprised to find himself on the floor. In describing this patient, the doctor 
described the man’s perceptions about his leg—because by default, we define each 
“self” in relationship to its body. Recent analysis of these patients’ lesions suggest that 
the syndrome results from joint damage to areas involved in sensorimotor monitoring 
and limbic regions involved in maintaining and updating beliefs about self [60].

Conversely, a person can be tricked into believing an inanimate object is his own, 
as evidenced by the rubber hand illusion [61, 62]. When viewing a rubber hand 
stroked by a paintbrush at the same time as his own unseen hand, a person perceives 
the rubber hand as his own and will adjust his hand posture accordingly. This illusion 
requires sensory input, yet the subjective sensation requires top-down modulation 
of sensory input based on the representation of one’s own body [63]. This illusion is 
enhanced when the rubber hand is moved in synchrony with the subject’s own voli-
tional hand movement [64]. Although many variations of the rubber hand illusion 
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have been devised with varying degrees of success [65], its effectiveness depends on 
sensory input corresponding to one’s own brain schema of its bodily self.

3. Contemporary theories and models of consciousness

In this section, I will briefly review some important theories from the past 
30 years that have attempted to explain the neural basis of consciousness, along with 
strengths and weaknesses of each. This is not a comprehensive review; neither do I 
intend to advocate or dismiss a theory, as each does provide an explanation for a set 
of experimental findings. Elements of several have been incorporated into my own 
understanding of brain function—although the model that will be presented goes 
substantially further to explain the diverse cognitive functions experienced during 
normal alert consciousness.

3.1 Global workspace theory

This theory seeks to explain how different brain functions can be integrated into a 
single conscious experience [18, 19, 66]. Sensory characteristics are processed inde-
pendently, each competing for access to a global workspace that selects information to 
generate an effective behavioral response.

Strong points: This theory explains why conscious perception involves categori-
cal awareness of stimuli in the environment, rather than sensations that must be 
constructed into a holistic feature (such as a face). This explanation is consistent with 
neuroscience research that suggests complex, categorical features emerge in brain 
areas that receive subconscious input from areas sensitive to component features.

Criticisms: The theory implies processed sensory information must access 
unspecified brain regions to reach consciousness and be acted upon, which implies 
a Cartesian theater of the mind without explaining where or how this exists. This 
model also fails to explain how neural activity associated with consciousness gener-
ates top-down influences on perceptual processes, generates motor behavior, or 
interacts with emotions. The envisioned process is inefficient, requiring substantial 
metabolic energy on processes that will neither reach consciousness nor influence 
behavior.

3.2 Multiple drafts theory

Derived from the global workspace concept, this model hypothesizes the creation 
of multiple drafts of perceptual elements; these drafts are potentially relevant to 
behavior and maintained in the brain until a version is selected to generate a behav-
ioral response [6]. Environmental stimuli that appear close in time are placed in 
sequence post hoc, based on differences in the rate of transmission to the brain in dif-
ferent sensory pathways and the timing of activity in the regions devoted to different 
drafts of the environment.

Strong points: This model avoids the use of a Cartesian theater of the mind 
(dismissed by the author as impossible), while explaining some perceptual illusions. 
Consciousness is interpreted as an illusion resulting from deterministic brain pro-
cesses, designed to provide behavioral responses to environmental events in real time.

Criticisms: While this model has its supporters, numerous criticisms have been 
raised by both philosophers and scientists. Consciousness is viewed in this model 
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as a construct that allows rapid behavioral responses to environmental threats and 
events, which is more characteristic of subconscious reflexes; the process that selects 
a behavioral response during perceptual processing is unspecified. By dismissing con-
sciousness as an illusion, the model avoids explanations for subjective experiences, 
decision-making, how movements are programmed, and conscious experiences that 
are not strictly perceptual; furthermore, it is untestable.

3.3 Thalamic 40 Hz binding model

This model seeks to explain why an environmental event involving multiple senses 
is perceived as a single event, despite temporal differences in evoked activity in corti-
cal areas processing different sensory modalities [21, 33, 67–70]. A thalamic nucleus 
(pulvinar) is hypothesized to provide the drive for conscious processes, working in 
concert with cortical neurons in layer 5 that provide feedback.

Strong points: It provides a prominent role for interactions between brain regions, 
focusing on coherence of EEG activity between brain regions.

Criticisms: With limited experimental support, it attempts to combine a pattern 
of anatomical connections with diffuse cortical activity; this is largely based on the 
pattern of connections in the visual system, as the authors sought to explain conscious 
visual perception. The thalamus lacks complex properties required for cognitive 
thought, however, and layer 5 provides output throughout the cortex, including 
regions with no direct relationship to conscious function. The model is untestable, 
and evidence to implicate these neurons in conscious awareness is lacking.

3.4 Recurrent processing theory

Recurrent processing is required to group stimulus features that can enter 
phenomenonal consciousness, that is, awareness of what appears in the environment 
[23, 71–73]. In its simplest form, hardwired bottom-up (forward) sensory process-
ing is unconscious, whereas the recurrent (“top-down”) processing is conscious. 
A nuanced version of the theory posits that consciousness requires long-lasting 
exchange of information between brain regions, a process that requires recurrent 
feedback [74].

Strong points: The theory recognizes that ascending pathways are hardwired to 
process vast amounts of sensory information with diverse features, requiring recur-
rent pathways to group and select those features that reach consciousness.

Criticisms: This theory is limited to conscious awareness of sensory inputs, 
without considering conscious reflections, qualia, or other forms of conscious experi-
ences. Each sensory pathway would develop conscious awareness independent of 
other sensory modalities.

3.5 Integrated information theory

This elaborate theory accepts the phenomenological reality of consciousness, and 
then explains how it could be constructed by integrating information from brain 
networks that provide the essential properties of the experience [29–31, 42, 75–78]. 
The theory views consciousness as structured, unifying content within a perceptual 
time frame by integrating information about specific phenomena (e.g., a book—that’s 
blue—in a bedroom—on the left side—of my foot—as I look down my legs—while 
lying on a recliner—the “moment” before I decide to get up to close the window). For 
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each experiential property (e.g., the perception of a book), there is a causal physical 
substrate, which may operate below consciousness; its contribution to our conscious-
ness may vary as our conscious experience changes.

The subjective experience is specified by the form of the conceptual structure, 
based on the phenomenal distinctions provided by the concepts and their relation-
ship. Information integrated into consciousness can theoretically be quantified as ϕ, 
which binds and incorporates those features and conceptual structures involved in 
our conscious experience at a moment in time. If more information is available to the 
overall network than the sum of its component parts, ϕ is positive.

Strong points: The theory recognizes that a conscious experience encompasses 
more information than would result from any one pathway extracting specific 
information about the environment; furthermore, the theory avoids the common 
fallacy that consciousness is all-or-none. The theory explains why some but not all 
brain areas can be associated with conscious phenomena under some conditions, and 
it allows for free will.

Criticisms: The value of ϕ is a theoretical concept that is impossible to calculate. 
Areas that integrate information from diverse regions are not delineated, nor is a 
mechanism provided to explain how consciousness shifts in the type or quantity of 
information experienced.

3.6 Models based on the neural correlates of consciousness

Other models have been proposed based on experimental results designed to 
identify the neural correlates of consciousness [40–42, 79–81]. As noted earlier, not 
all brain activity can be directly involved in generating consciousness, as we are not 
continuously aware of everything in the environment (or our internal state) that is 
processed somewhere in the brain.

Details vary widely, but the concept behind these models is simple: identify those 
parts of the brain that are preferentially active when we are conscious of a stimulus 
or event, which provides clues to understand how the brain constructs our conscious 
experiences. Experiments are designed where the same stimulus will be consciously 
perceived in some conditions but not others.

Strong points: These models implicate brain regions and processes based on 
experimental results directly related to conscious awareness.

Criticisms: These models differ in their experimental approach and the specific 
features of consciousness they attempt to explain, and are based on correlations 
between a conscious state and a pattern of brain activity; correlations, however, 
do not signify causation. Brain activity may support, contribute, or reflect con-
scious awareness without itself generating the conscious experience. Furthermore, 
“conscious of” something is not the same as phenomenological consciousness, the 
subjective qualities associated with self-awareness of one’s conscious experiences. 
Experiments to test causation are not obvious and seldom offered.

3.7 Quantum theories of consciousness

These theories suggest consciousness reflects patterns observed in quantum 
 physics, suggesting a physical basis either in the molecular structure of neurons 
(resulting in synaptic functions that act as a quantum computer), or the quantum col-
lapse of superimposed states when the entire brain must resolve alternate perceptual 
states for behavioral action [36–39, 82].
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Strong points: These theories provide an explanation for the neural basis for con-
sciousness that is non-deterministic; when faced with a choice, a behavioral outcome 
is not predetermined from fixed activity patterns elicited in neural pathways.

Criticisms: Output from neural pathways is based on chance, a poor alternative to 
deterministic theories of consciousness. These theories are not testable.

4. Normal alert consciousness

The central executive model for the normal alert state of consciousness that will be 
described requires additional consideration of some issues already mentioned, plus an 
overview of pervasive hippocampal involvement in cognitive processes.

4.1 Cartesian theater revisited

When Daniel Dennett brought modern neuroscience into the philosophy of 
 consciousness, he noted that scientists had not found a centralized brain region essen-
tial for interpreting all conscious experiences. Based on Descartes’ writings, Dennett 
referred to such a centralized region as the “Cartesian theater of the mind.” Before 
offering his alternative explanation, he vehemently argued against this possibility. 
All subsequent theories have ostensibly rejected the concept of the Cartesian theater, 
although some implicitly require such a space [6].

The basis for discarding the premise of the Cartesian theater involved several 
assumptions, at least one of which is likely false—the notion that consciousness is 
unitary (i.e., all or none). Under this precept, I am either conscious or unconscious; as 
such, there must be only one mechanism for consciousness. Language has simplified 
the reality, leading to confusion: There are many states of consciousness, as noted 
earlier, and there is no reason why one mechanism should apply to all. A mother’s 
awareness during sleep of her infant’s cries is not comparable to the normal alert state 
of consciousness, which involves interactions between senses, memories, attention, 
emotions, behavioral actions, and cognitive activities such as language and planning.

The model that will be presented provides a plausible mechanism, with some 
experimental support, for the hippocampus to coordinate all cognitive and emo-
tional processes associated with normal alert consciousness. With a few minor 
differences, the hippocampus in this model assumes the position of the Cartesian 
theater of the mind—although I prefer the analogy of the central executive function 
of the White House.

Many activities are coordinated at the White House: Vetted information is received 
from all parts of the United States; relevant information is sought based on past 
experiences and personal preferences; relevant information is stored for later access; 
and the chief executive decides how to respond, with actions often carried out by 
others. Although the United States (self) is greater than the occupants of the White 
House (hippocampus), its central executive during normal conditions (our normal 
alert state) represents us through our interactions with the world.

A role of the hippocampus in consciousness is often dismissed due to the assump-
tion that consciousness is all-or-none. In his book, An Astonishing Hypothesis [83], 
Francis Crick recognizes its position of convergence for sensory pathways as central 
to conscious experiences, but then provides this unitary argument in his rationale 
for dismissing it. Crick dismisses a central role based on patient behavior following 
destruction of the hippocampus. This patient, known as HM, “initially appears to 
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be normal on first acquaintance, as he can shake hands and carry on a conversation 
reasonably well. The patient will not remember meeting you, however, if you leave 
the room for a few minutes to go to the restroom. The patient is also unaware of 
current events, and without memory, he could make no plans for the remainder of the 
day or week.” Crick then summarizes. “…his short-term visual awareness appears to 
be unaltered…. The hippocampus and its closely associated cortical areas are thus not 
necessary for visual awareness.”1

This argument is not credible, however, when viewed in the context of multiple 
states of consciousness. HM’s behavior substantively describes the behavior of my 
younger sister when she was sleepwalking. As a child, I interacted with my sister in a 
conversation after she followed me into the dining room in the middle of the night. 
Ten minutes passed before I believed my mother, who explained that my sister occa-
sionally got up and walked in her sleep. My sister’s eyes were open, she navigated our 
house, and her conversation initially made sense; only when she forgot what we had 
discussed a few minutes earlier did I doubt whether she was awake. When she started 
to confabulate, it was clear she was not.

Automatic behaviors such as driving a familiar route show similar complex 
behaviors without later recollection. We must be conscious in some sense to navigate 
traffic, yet our inability to recall anything about it at the end of the trip reflects the 
reality that we were in a different state of consciousness. In this state, brain regions 
involved in creating long-term declarative memories—such as the hippocampus—are 
not engaged. This is clearly not our normal alert state.

4.2 Sensory perception: attention to features

Of the various senses, the visual pathways have been the most extensively studied, 
laying foundational work on patterns of hierarchical processing evident in all sensory 
pathways.

Of the five visual pathways to the brain, only the geniculostriate pathway is 
normally involved in conscious perception. Not all parts of this pathway are equally 
engaged. Nerve fibers from the retina project via the optic nerve to the lateral 
geniculate nucleus, a subcortical relay station in the thalamus that projects visual 
information to the occipital cortex (at the back of the brain). The specific region 
receiving these fibers is called V1, the primary visual cortex. At this early stage, the 
visual information is already transformed: whereas cells in the lateral geniculate 
respond best to circular spots in a restricted location (its “receptive field”), cells in 
V1 respond best to edges and borders. This change in visual properties results from 
the pattern of input from the lateral geniculate, reinforced by local interactions 
within the cortex.

V1 is still early in the visual pathway, only tangentially involved in perception; we 
normally perceive objects with complex properties in our environment rather than 
a tangle of edges and borders. From V1, projections are directed forward through 
a hierarchy of areas, each extracting new visual features. Each visual area projects 

1 On pages 173–174 of The Astonishing Hypothesis (1995), Crick acknowledges that the hippocampus may 
be intimately tied to conscious awareness. “[The hippocampus] receives input from many of the higher 
cortical areas and projects back to them. This… might suggest that this is where consciousness really 
resides, since the brain might use this pathway to reflect on itself…. Information flowing in and then out of 
the hippocampus may normally reach consciousness, so it is sensible to keep an eye on the neural areas and 
pathways involved, as this may help to pin down the location of awareness in the brain.”
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forward to another visual area (“feedforward connections”) and back to areas provid-
ing input (“feedback connections”), but also to an area in the thalamus called the 
pulvinar. The pulvinar has both feedback and feedforward connections with visual 
areas, as well as input from prefrontal cortex at the front of the brain [84–86]. Visual 
areas also project forward to and receive connections from prefrontal regions near the 
front of the brain [87].

Advancing through the visual pathway, as in the other sensory pathways, three 
patterns are noteworthy. First, nerve cells respond to increasing complexity of sen-
sory features further along the sensory pathway, generally with less specificity for the 
stimulus location. Second, sensory processing is modular—that is, different cortical 
regions are specialized for extracting and responding to different types of sensory 
information. In the visual pathway, for example, different regions respond prefer-
entially to color, buildings, faces, movements from side to side, three-dimensional 
movements, and letter groups corresponding to words. Damage to each of these 
regions results in a corresponding perceptual deficit without eliminating perception 
of other visual features. Third, advanced areas in a sensory pathway project to ento-
rhinal cortex. In entorhinal cortex, a cell may respond to one, two, or three sensory 
modalities [88]; the entorhinal cortex also enhances cognitive elements and maps 
stimulus location in space [89–91].

Entorhinal cortex projects to, and receives feedback from, the hippocampus. The 
hippocampus also projects directly or indirectly to thalamic and most cortical regions, 
including sensory, limbic, prefrontal, temporal, and parietal cortices [92–94].

This pattern of processing and connections positions the hippocampus at the 
top of the sensory hierarchy, an ideal position for broad perceptual awareness for all 
our senses. Perceptual deficiencies can result from its failure to receive input from a 
specialized module; loss of network connections from the region specialized for faces, 
for example, explains prosopagnosia, the perceptual failure to recognize faces despite 
good visual acuity for the component shapes [95–97].

Conscious perception of an object is not a passive process; it requires allocation of 
mental resources (attention) for selecting features and objects to be noticed as well 
as a context for interpreting its visual details. Hippocampal feedback projections to 
entorhinal cortex provide a means to select between different objects identified from 
the output of specialized modules. Enhanced neuronal responses due to attention are 
also observed earlier in the visual pathway. A task requiring attention to the direction 
of stimulus movement, for example, will result in enhanced responses in modules 
sensitive to movement direction but reduced responses in areas sensitive to a visual 
pattern, whereas the reverse is true for a task requiring discrimination between visual 
patterns.

Consistent with a role in attention, the hippocampus appears to gate sensory 
processing for specific features. This has been best studied in the visual system. The 
Stroop task requires attention to color while ignoring semantic information provided 
by written words; during this task, the hippocampus selectively influences activity in 
the visual module specialized for color. Similarly, the hippocampus enhances visual 
activity in both primary visual cortex and the color region during a conjunction 
task, requiring attention to both the shape and color of a target embedded within a 
group of distractors (see Examples and illustrations below). The hippocampus instead 
enhances activity in a multimodal language area specialized for semantics during a 
semantic judgment task, and in the visual word form area during a spelling task [98]. 
These findings are consistent with a role for the hippocampus in attentional control 
over the content of sensory processing.
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Examples and illustrations. For accurate performance, the Stroop task requires 
attention to the ink color while ignoring the sensory meaning of words. The top of 
Figure 1A shows activated brain areas, including language areas (Broca’s area in the 
left prefrontal cortex and the left supramarginal gyrus) and visual areas: bilateral 
regions of primary visual cortex (red arrows) and inferior occipital regions involved 
in color processing (blue arrows). Hippocampal connectivity with activated regions 
during the Stroop task is limited to the color processing region. Figure 1B shows 
similar results from an attentionally demanding conjunction task [99, 100]. In this 
task, subjects must foveate objects to correctly differentiate targets from distractors, 
which share shape or color but not both. Activation and hippocampal connectivity are 
both observed in bilateral regions of occipital cortex representing central vision (red 
arrows) and in inferior occipital regions involved in color processing (blue arrows).

4.3 Sensory perception: attention to location

In the eye, different points in space are represented at different points on the 
retina. This retinotopic organization is carried forward along the visual pathway 
into early stages of visual processing in the cortex. At the back of the brain in V1, for 
example, the visual field that is observed above/right of center is represented in the 
brain below the calcarine sulcus in the left hemisphere; other parts of the visual field 
are similarly located in other regions of V1.2 Through its neuronal activity, adjacent 
points in the visual field are represented at adjacent points in cortex.

From V1, neurons project forward to several regions, each extracting its own 
unique set of features. Early in the visual pathway, each region each carries its own 
retinotopic organization. Divergent pathways can be broadly grouped into two 
streams [101]. The ventral stream, extracting information about what an object 
is, includes inferior occipital cortex, extending forward into fusiform and inferior 
temporal cortex. As visual information in the ventral stream is extracted, the precise 
location of a feature is lost in the neuronal responses (“position invariance”).

The so-called dorsal stream, extracting information about where an object is 
located in space, includes superior occipital extending into parietal cortex. For 
someone to navigate his environment, the spatial location of objects in relationship 
is important, both in relationship to each other and in relationship to himself [102]. 
With the retinotopic organization observed early in the visual pathway, an object’s 
registered location in space depends on its position in relationship to his gaze (a reti-
nocentric frame of reference). As visual information flows through the dorsal stream, 
its location may be converted to a position in relationship to the head (“craniocen-
tric”) and body (“egocentric” frame of reference). Navigating through an environ-
ment, information about the location of peripheral objects in relationship to oneself 
must be updated; the spatial relationship between objects may also be required, 
independent of one’s own location (an “allocentric” frame of reference). Evidence for 
each of these frames of reference can be found in parietal cortex [103–108]. At least in 
non-human primates, the activity of some parietal neurons can respond to more than 
one frame of reference, depending on task requirements [109].

2 The visual field below / right of center is located above the calcarine sulcus in the left cortical hemisphere, 
for example, whereas the corresponding parts of the visual field observed left of center are represented in 
the corresponding regions in the right cortical hemisphere.
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Figure 1. 
Activation and hippocampal connectivity. A, activation during performance of the Stroop task includes language 
areas and bilateral occipital cortex, including an inferior region specialized for color. Red arrows illustrate central 
vision in primary visual cortex, blue arrows illustrate the area specialized for color. B, connectivity during an 
attentionally demanding conjunction task for color and shape includes occipital regions involved in central vision 
and color.
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In a rat navigating a maze, activity in the hippocampus reflects a cognitive map 
of its position within its surroundings [110]. Activity in one part of the hippocampus 
increases when the rat enters one arm of the maze and then decreases as the rat leaves 
the area; at the same time, activity in another area of the hippocampus picks up. 
Spatial maps are also constructed within the human hippocampus during navigation 
tasks, including virtual navigation tasks. In these tasks, a subject does not actually 
move, instead using a joystick to navigate through a virtual environment in a video 
game. Navigation experiments, both in rats and humans, have demonstrated reliance 
on spatial information from specific visual cues [111]. As in other visuospatial tasks, 
then, attention to the spatial location of objects is important for accurate perfor-
mance. In humans as well as other mammals, the hippocampus has strong connec-
tions with parietal cortex [112–114].

In humans, the hippocampus has particularly strong connectivity with the precu-
neus [115], a parietal region extensively connected with visual cortex. As part of the 
default mode network, precuneus activity is the highest at rest, decreasing in magni-
tude when a task is performed. Paradoxically, accuracy performing tasks nonetheless 
correlates with precuneus activity—that is, higher precuneus activity during the task 
leads to better task performance. One plausible explanation is that the hippocampus 
and precuneus suppress visual activity outside the attended region (see Examples and 
illustrations below). In this scenario, all visual activities are suppressed in the resting 
state, but when performing a task, an attended region of space avoids this suppres-
sion. This top-down modulation effectively filters irrelevant visual information. This 
process complements the earlier spotlight theory of selective attention [116]; rather 
than facilitating visual activity at the focus of attention, the precuneus suppresses 
visual processing elsewhere.

The precuneus is also involved in other cognitive functions, including episodic 
memory, language performance, and theory of mind (where events are considered 
from another’s viewpoint). For effective performance, these cognitive functions 
all require a restricted selection from numerous possibilities. Episodic memory, for 
example, requires the selection of a specific combination of events to distinguish it 
from all others, especially those with similar context. Context aids interpretation and 
provides access to similar events from our past; the precuneus restricts alternatives 
when most are unsuitable for the task at hand.

Examples and illustrations: Suppression of irrelevant visual information was 
demonstrated in a perceptual learning task. This task was based on findings that rote 
rehearsal increases the perceptual span for unfamiliar music or words [117]. A subject 
rehearsed two unfamiliar musical passages, one following traditional Western music 
traditions (tonal music) and the other less predictable (atonal music). When a stimu-
lus from the passage was presented for 200 ms, the number of notes or letters that 
could be perceived increased incrementally from 4 or 5 notes prior to any rehearsal 
(scanner session 1) to 11 notes following 30 rehearsals (scanner session 4). When 
they appeared, the subject must identify wrong notes anywhere within the musical 
passage. This test is attentionally demanding, particularly for stimuli whose length is 
near the limits of the perceptual span.

Figure 2 shows activation (red) evoked across the entire task (“all notes”) or by 
stimuli with a designated length, along with the composite connectivity from anywhere 
within the hippocampus (yellow). The composite positive connectivity from the entire 
hippocampus is shown; the procedure for identifying connectivity from each voxel 
throughout the hippocampus is described elsewhere [118, 119]. Both activation and 
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Figure 2. 
Activation and hippocampal connectivity in visual cortex during perceptual learning. Activation (red) was 
generally adjacent to, or sandwiched between regions showing hippocampal connectivity, suggesting hippocampal 
influences suppressed irrelevant visual activity. Experimental stimuli consisted of 5, 8, or 11 notes from a 
rehearsed passage presented for 200 ms, the subject indicating whether or not an incorrect note appeared; the 
control stimuli consisted of percussive notes (Xs), the subject indicating whether few (5) or many notes appeared 
(8 or 11).
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connectivity used a threshold of p = 0.05 with a family-wise error correction, applied to 
the visual region encompassing the parietal and occipital lobes plus fusiform gyrus.

Three trends are notable. First, hippocampal connectivity generally surrounds, or 
is adjacent to the activated region across all sessions and task conditions; the region of 
connectivity significantly excluded the area of activation (p < 0.001 calculated from 
the hypergeometric distribution). Overlap (orange), when observed, was limited 
to superior parietal cortex or regions at the activation border. Second, the specific 
region activated, with its surrounding connectivity, depended on the type of stimulus 
(atonal or tonal) and its length relative to the perceptual span. Although activation 
was common in superior visual areas, activation to longer stimuli gradually shifted to 
inferior regions as the perceptual span increased. (Compare, for example, activation 
for longer atonal note sequences in session 4 with activation during session 1.) Third, 
the overall quantity of connectivity tends to decrease with training, yet remains 
adjacent to the region activated by a given stimulus.

Figure 3 shows a similar relationship between activation and the surrounding 
composite connectivity from six seeds in the precuneus during atonal stimulus 
presentation (left) and from two seeds in the pulvinar with tonal music (right). 
These seeds were identified either from activation or from connectivity maxima 
from the hippocampus during one or more stimulus conditions. Visual connectivity 
from each seed was not observed across all conditions; because precuneus seeds were 
not sampled across all conditions, the relationship of each seed region to perceptual 
performance could not be readily assessed. Invariably, however, precuneus connectiv-
ity was restricted to the area showing hippocampal connectivity, suggesting visual 
connectivity from the precuneus may indirectly reflect hippocampal input.

Figure 3. 
Activation and connectivity from the precuneus and pulvinar in visual cortex during perceptual learning. 
Activation is adjacent to, or surrounded by connectivity from each collection of seed regions. Task and conventions 
as in previous figure.
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4.4 Sensory perception: context

Sensory perception requires context for interpretation. A yellow circular spot 
can represent any number of objects depending on contextual factors, including 
the object’s size, distance (from both its surroundings and observer), and its retinal 
location. Such a spot may represent a yellow tennis ball, a ping pong ball, the sun, 
the moon, a painting, a peach, or a light bulb, to name a few possibilities. Contextual 
interpretation typically occurs automatically; we do not have to think about what that 
yellow daytime object is in the sky. Our attention may be directed to objects identified 
through pre-attentive processes, such as the black limb in the grass that we mistakenly 
identified as a snake when we glimpsed its movement. A number of illusions demon-
strate the fallibility of our pre-attentive interpretation in several sensory modalities; 
all create a context that would allow rapid, accurate identification in most settings.

The pre-attentive context can change based on what we have been thinking. This 
was driven home to me years ago when I misperceived a specific floater as it drifted 
in my periphery. I have floaters, small internal specks that move through my eyes as 
they move from object to object. The shape of one floater is distinctive. Twice in the 
space of a week, its unexpected movement captured my attention while walking in 
my backyard. Both times it had moved into my lower right periphery, yet my initial 
perception was dramatically different. The first time, I thought I perceived a small 
flying mite; for 10 minutes, I had been considering the mites attracted to our back 
yard bird feeder as a possible source of tiny bug bites causing my family misery. The 
second time, I thought my lap dog was approaching; I had been looking forward to 
playing with him once I got home from work. Although the same floater appeared in 
the same region of my visual field, my misperceptions had been shaped by the context 
of my ongoing thoughts.

The context for interpreting our environment often operates below awareness, 
yet it can be changed with conscious intent. In the Rubin vase/face illusion below 
(Figure 4), I can choose whether to view the black as the foreground (to perceive the 
faces) or the background (to perceive the vase). I can also choose to see a painting as 
pigment on a canvas or as the scene it represents.

The context for interpreting our perceptual environment can thus result from 
top-down conscious processes as well as bottom-up pre-attentive processes. Whereas 
attentional mechanisms direct where in our environment we attend, context gates 
what sensory information will be processed. In visual cortex, information about 
where and what are extracted in different routes or pathways. The dorsal route 

Figure 4. 
Rubin vase/face illusion. This image can be perceived either as a vase (light in the middle viewed as foreground) 
or two faces (black on the outside viewed as foreground).
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contains specialized modules for extracting an object’s location in space and its 
direction of movement (e.g., from side-to-side or moving in depth); the dorsal route 
extends into parietal cortex, where spatial location can be delineated within any of 
several frames of reference (as noted earlier). The ventral route contains modules 
specialized for extracting information such as an object’s color and the type of object 
(faces, buildings, etc.). Emotions also provide context for interpreting our environ-
ment [120]. Although seldom considered in studies of sensory processes, emotions 
typically influence cognitive activity across broad areas of the brain, including those 
involved in visual processing [121, 122].

Cognitive tasks necessarily provide a context for interpreting and respond-
ing to task stimuli. At their simplest, these tasks follow the form, “if x, then do y.” 
Contextual influences on sensory brain activity can be identified through task-
specific modulation of activity in those areas relevant to task performance. Arguably, 
three sets of connections are likely to provide such contextual influences: prefrontal 
cortex, the pulvinar, and the hippocampus.

4.4.1 Context and prefrontal cortex

Prefrontal cortex is sensitive to the context of task requirements, plus it projects 
to sensory areas. Prefrontal cells in one area, for example, can maintain activity 
about a cue’s spatial location up to 30 seconds; activity fades for longer time periods, 
as task performance declines [123]. These properties are consistent with a role in 
providing context for spatial localization (“where”). Other prefrontal regions are 
sensitive to patterns [124], consistent with a role in providing context for the type of 
object observed (“what”). Because activity in prefrontal cortex adapts quickly to task 
requirements or changes in the environment [125–127], it is in position to promote 
changes in context through its connections with sensory areas.

Prefrontal cortex has extensive interconnections with sensory, motor, and parietal 
regions. Its connectivity with motor areas is enhanced during tasks that require selec-
tion of an action, instead enhanced with sensory areas in tasks that require selection 
of a sensory property [128]. Furthermore, when attending a restricted region of 
the visual field, prefrontal connectivity with the parietal cortex is enhanced in the 
attended part of the visual field [129]. Prefrontal connections with occipito-parietal 
cortex may even select the spatial context required for performing the task at hand, 
biasing its responses to whichever spatial framework is required (egocentric vs. 
allocentric) [130].

4.4.2 Context and the pulvinar

Contextual modulation for visual stimuli may also be provided by the pulvinar, 
which has input from the superior colliculus and extensive connections with corti-
cal visual areas, prefrontal cortex (including the frontal eye fields), and posterior 
parietal regions [86, 131].

The pulvinar may be involved in visual attention [132–139]. Experimental evi-
dence supporting this conclusion includes the following: Pulvinar activity to attended 
stimuli is enhanced in the presence of distractors; a subject loses the ability to use 
attentional cues when the pulvinar is inactivated; and the pulvinar has connections 
with brain areas associated with attention. An indirect role in attention has also been 
suggested for the pulvinar through filtering out visual information about distractors 
(an effect also shown above in Figure 3) [134, 140].
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Like consciousness, however, attention can refer to several different cognitive 
processes, which are seldom differentiated in pulvinar experiments. Attention 
broadly refers to an attentive state that enables a stimulus or its features to be 
detected; attentive cues can designate where a subject should attend [137], what 
feature should be attended [140, 141], or features with emotional relevance [135, 
142–144]. In a typical experimental design, the attentional cue provides behavioral 
significance (i.e., context), specifying the behavioral response required by a stimulus. 
Thus, the cue’s role in directing attention is often conflated with its contextual role 
for behavior.

To differentiate stimulus significance from attention, pulvinar activity was 
recorded during a task requiring a rapid behavioral response based on a brief cue 
presented for 30 ms [145]. If the cue was a small circular spot, an eye movement was 
immediately directed toward it with the next change in stimulus configuration; a 
square indicated a later eye movement in the opposite direction. Regardless of cue 
location, the activity of some neurons depended on the timing of the subsequent eye 
movement; the activity of others depended on its direction. This task was attention-
ally demanding due to the short stimulus duration, regardless of its shape or location, 
yet pulvinar activity depended on its behavioral significance.

Most pulvinar findings reflect contextual influences of a stimulus on behavior (see 
especially [138, 143, 144, 146, 147]). Because different regions within the pulvinar 
have distinct patterns of connections and functional properties [132], however, the 
pulvinar may carry out multiple cognitive and sensory functions.

The pattern of pulvinar connectivity during perceptual learning noted in 
Figure 3 suggests a role for the hippocampus shared with the precuneus in filtering 
irrelevant information. Whereas the hippocampus is suggested in this monograph to 
play an instrumental role in normal alert consciousness, a direct role for the pulvinar 
is not supported. Two sets of observations support this conclusion. First, pulvinar 
properties, including latency, are inconsistent with conscious experiences during 
normal alert consciousness. Pulvinar response latencies were distributed into three 
distinct ranges in macaque monkeys. Properties of middle-latency neurons (latencies 
of 80–125 ms) are similar to early visual association cortices but less strongly selec-
tive, and poor differentiation between objects is inconsistent with conscious experi-
ences. This class of pulvinar neurons disappears following lesions of striate cortex 
[145]. The short-latency cells (30–70 ms) respond equally to any visual stimulus in 
their receptive fields (except for those cells with color sensitivity [148]), whereas the 
responses of long-latency cells (>145 ms) are too slow to support behavioral responses 
observed during cognitive tasks.

The pulvinar’s role in blindsight also undercuts direct involvement in normal alert 
consciousness. The striate cortex receives all visual inputs from the lateral geniculate 
nucleus in the thalamus; extensive striate lesions lead to a subject’s unawareness of 
any sight, yet they can accurately track moving objects when asked to guess. This 
“blindsight” is mediated by superior colliculus projections to the pulvinar, which are 
relayed to MT, a movement-sensitive region in the middle temporal gyrus [149, 150]. 
Pulvinar projections to the amygdala [151] may also be responsible for blindsight 
recognition of facial expressions [152–154]. Thus, pulvinar activity is normally 
insufficient for visual information to reach consciousness. Better outcomes for visual 
awareness follow striate lesions that occur early in life, however, which are likely 
mediated by the pulvinar [155]. This suggests the pulvinar has the capacity to provide 
some level of conscious experience, but only when the normal geniculostriate path-
way does not fully maturate.
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These considerations are consistent, however, with a role for the pulvinar in an 
ongoing pre-attentive role in context modulation [156]. The pulvinar sustains the 
context for interpreting sensory stimuli until the situation changes, when prefrontal 
cortical activity takes over as it quickly adapts. Changes in context can be instigated 
quickly from either prefrontal cortex or the hippocampus; the context to be sustained 
by the pulvinar can then updated by connections from either area [144, 157].

4.4.3 Context and the hippocampus

The hippocampus is a third area that could provide context for interpreting 
 sensory stimuli. The hippocampus is itself sensitive to context across a range of 
dimensions. In experiments requiring a human subject to remember the order of 
events, for example, the hippocampal response differs if the order of stimuli changes. 
Depending on task requirements, the hippocampal response to a stimulus also 
changes if its duration or its spatial position differs from expectations [158–162].

The targets of direct hippocampal outputs are restricted, so the contextual influ-
ence of the hippocampus on sensory processing is necessarily indirect. One plausible 
pathway is through the prefrontal cortex, which was noted above to project to sensory 
regions. The hippocampus modulates activity in the prefrontal cortex based on task 
expectations [163–165]; prefrontal cortex, in turn, modulates hippocampal activity 
when the incoming sensory information does not match what is expected [166–168]. 
This loop is ideal for updating contextual processing of information, appropriately 
influencing activity in sensory pathways via prefrontal connections.

Such a role has been suggested for the hippocampal—prefrontal pathways based 
on symptoms observed in schizophrenia [169–171]. Schizophrenics characteristically 
misconstrue their environment, including misperceptions of both sensory stimuli 
and the social meaning of events. The prefrontal cortex in schizophrenics often shows 
abnormalities in their structural and neurochemical makeup [172–175]; this is the site 
of action for most therapeutic drug treatments. The medial temporal lobe, including 
the hippocampus, also shows abnormalities in these patients [176], as well as its con-
nections with the prefrontal cortex [177, 178].

The hippocampus may also modulate contextual processing of sensory informa-
tion through its connections with the precuneus. As noted earlier, the precuneus is 
part of the default mode network, showing its highest activity levels at rest; nonethe-
less, higher activity during a task is often correlated with good performance. This 
region plays an attentional role by filtering out irrelevant information. Attentional 
processes must, however, interact with context; the precuneus may play a role in both.

Evidence for both roles was seen in an attentionally demanding perceptual learn-
ing task, where the context for interpreting a briefly-flashed stimulus was occasion-
ally altered (see Examples and illustrations below). As noted for earlier figures, a 
subject rehearsed an unfamiliar musical passage and read unfamiliar words; when 
a stimulus was later presented for 200 ms, the number of notes or letters that could 
be perceived (the “perceptual span”) increased incrementally with the number of 
rehearsals. This perceptual test is challenging, particularly for stimuli whose length 
approaches the perceptual span. On those trials where the subject expected to see a 
word but was presented with music instead, the extent of hippocampal connectiv-
ity to the precuneus and nearby regions consistently increased, reflecting increased 
influence when the context changed. Thus, the extent of hippocampal connectivity 
with visual cortex depended on whether a stimulus was expected or not; furthermore, 
the visual region activated often differed (see Examples and illustrations below). These 
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differences reflect top-down influences based on the subject’s conscious expectations 
about the stimulus viewed.

In summary, interpretation of sensory input relies heavily on the context of 
attended items. Multiple pathways may be involved in conscious modulation by 
context; hippocampal properties are consistent with a contextual role, likely indirect 
via the prefrontal cortex and precuneus. Subconscious, pre-attentive modulation of 
context may result from pulvinar input.

Examples and illustrations: In the experiment described earlier (Figures 1 and 2), 
subjects rehearsed various musical passages and word lists before each scanning 
session, resulting in enlarged perceptual spans by conventional testing. Figure 5 
illustrates results when a stimulus appeared unexpectedly, interspersed during trials 
testing the subject for a different stimulus. In session 2, an unexpected atonal passage 
with a perceptual span of 8 notes evoked bilateral occipital activation, adjacent to hip-
pocampal connectivity (top left). When testing specifically for this atonal stimulus 
(top right), additional activation was seen higher up in the brain (within the superior 
parietal cortex), and hippocampal connectivity was less extensive. Interestingly, this 
atonal stimulus did not evoke activation when appearing unexpectedly while testing 
words (not shown), when the span reverted to the 5-note perceptual span observed 
before training.

Figure 5. 
Effect of context on hippocampal connectivity and visual activation by rehearsed music and words. Presented 
with a visual stimulus that matched in length the perceptual span, the pattern of hippocampal connectivity and 
visual activation when the specific stimulus was unexpected (left column) differed from when it was expected 
(right column).
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In sessions 3–4, activation by music or words evoked activation in different visual 
regions when appearing unexpectedly, accompanied by more extensive hippocampal 
connectivity. These findings reveal the importance of context in visual processing; 
how the cortex processes visual information depends on what a person expects to see.

4.5 Memory formation, recall, and forgetting

Many types of memories exist, differentiated by their time courses of retention; 
many involve different brain regions in their formation and recall. Here, we are most 
concerned about those forms of memory involved in normal alert consciousness.

Consciousness requires memory to connect moment-by-moment experiences; 
without this, our experiences would be stroboscopic without any apparent relation-
ship between adjacent frames. Long-term declarative memories, episodic memory, 
working memory, and iconic memory are all essential to our normal alert state of 
consciousness.

The hippocampus is essential for the formation of long-term declarative memo-
ries (those a subject can describe) and episodic memories (recall of a single event). 
When the hippocampus is compromised from surgical removal or disease, a subject 
is unable to acquire a conscious memory that lasts longer than a few minutes. Such 
a patient forgets meeting someone as soon as they are out of sight; although new 
skills can be acquired through rehearsal, he will not remember that he learned the 
skill [179, 180]. Nonetheless, events, people, and facts acquired before they lost 
hippocampal function can be recalled. Similar deficits are observed in animals with 
hippocampal lesions. Although the intact hippocampus is active during both memory 
acquisition and recall, it is only essential for the acquisition stage.

Working memory allows us to remember a phone number long enough to dial it, 
or remember an object or location until we can act on it. Several areas work together 
during working memory tasks, although in non-human primates, prefrontal cortex is 
essential. In non-human primates, prefrontal cortex maintains activity for a briefly-
presented item appearing during a working memory task and performs this task 
poorly in its absence [123, 127]. Indeed, a prosimian monkey lacks prefrontal cortex 
and will immediately stop reaching for food when the reward is covered from view: 
literally, “out of sight, out of mind.” Prefrontal cortex is also active in humans during 
working memory tasks [181–184]. Working memory deficits follow prefrontal lesions, 
which may result from deficits in executive functions used in working memory tasks 
[124, 185–187].

Other forms of memory involve recurrent (“reentrant”) circuits of activity that 
effectively replay the earlier incident [188]. Iconic perceptual memory, for example, 
re-creates the pattern of neuronal activity in visual cortex generated when the visual 
image first appeared [189–191]. The same occurs in somatosensory cortex during 
cued memory recall of a tactile stimulus [192]. Access to these memories appears to 
be mediated by the prefrontal cortex, whose feedback to sensory cortex initiates the 
patterned activity [193]. Similarly, recalling a memory of an activity such as playing 
tennis recreates the pattern of activity in sensorimotor activity generated when play-
ing the game [194].

Prefrontal cortex thus plays a role in memory recall as well as context for sensory 
processing. These functions are likely related, as every memory exists within a context. 
Memories are evoked from events with a shared context [195]. Noting the empty 
martini glass when I return to the living room during a party, I suddenly remember 
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why I had gone to the refrigerator; I had developed a craving for martini olives as I 
discussed the latest James Bond movie with a guest.

Prefrontal cortex thus plays an instrumental role in providing both context and 
short-term memory recall. The prefrontal cortex does not act alone. Hippocampal 
activity is sensitive to context as well, embedded within a spatial and mnemonic 
framework [196]. Furthermore, the hippocampus modulates prefrontal activity 
based on spatial and temporal context [197]. When sensory information from a new 
event reaches the hippocampus, the hippocampus is critically necessary to create an 
episodic memory, whereby it modulates prefrontal cortex to create a pattern of pre-
frontal activity unique to the event. During memory recall, the prefrontal cortex then 
provides reentrant activity into sensory circuits, approximating the original pattern 
of activity. In creating the memory, the hippocampus provided the original pattern 
of input, and it can do so again to initiate memory recall. As long as prefrontal cortex 
can recreate the context of the original event, however, it does not require hippocam-
pal input for memory recall.

Context can never be duplicated in entirety, but the greater the number of 
contextual elements in common, the greater the likelihood a specific event will be 
remembered and the more vivid its recall. Prefrontal activity typically reflects the 
current environment, as modulated by the hippocampus and other regions; when the 
current environment approximates that of an earlier event, its memory may be readily 
recalled. (In the earlier thought experiment, this explains why sunsets on the beach 
bring back cousin Anthony’s memory of Francesca’s death.) The context of an event 
is provided by everything associated with it, including the emotional state as well as 
environmental stimuli.

The central executive model explains why the hippocampus is critical for the 
formation of episodic memories and is typically active during their recall, yet is not 
essential. It can also explain forgetfulness; if the hippocampus fails to adequately 
recreate the necessary contextual pattern of prefrontal activity required for memory 
recall, the memory cannot be intentionally accessed. Once a fuller context is available, 
the memory can again be recalled.

Similar contexts arise more frequently as we get older. This provides more oppor-
tunities to access an older memory, but can also interfere with their access or even 
modify memories. Because prefrontal cortex provides the context necessary for 
memory recall but does not necessarily require assistance from the hippocampus, 
accessing implicit memories from a familiar environment can improve navigational 
performance for patients whose hippocampal function is compromised (such as 
Alzheimer’s) [198, 199], whereas failure to access prefrontal contextual signals in 
these patients may exacerbate memory difficulties [200].

4.6 Motor activity

The ability to move is an essential feature of our normal alert consciousness; our 
ancestors depended on both cognitive and motor skills for survival. Intentional move-
ments are not always required for survival—a baseball flying at my 12-year-old head 
was better handled by faster reflex pathways, allowing me to react before I realized 
what was happening—but they do reflect the cognitive activities in our daily lives.

Involvement of the hippocampus in movements was suggested even before its 
critical role in episodic and declarative memory was recognized. Its intimate rela-
tionship to movements is suggested by its prominent role in temporal lobe epilepsy. 
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Indeed, electrical stimulation of the hippocampus will elicit seizures with a lower 
threshold than any other place in the brain [201].

For a time, hippocampal involvement in motor function was thought to be limited 
to its role in remembering learned sequences of human finger movements [202–205] 
or the spatial goals of rats moving through a maze [206, 207]. Only recently was role 
of the hippocampus recognized for intentional movements without memory (see 
Examples and illustrations below).

Examples and illustrations: Characteristics of hippocampal connectivity with 
sensorimotor cortex during two volitional movement tasks are shown in Figure 6. 
Hippocampal connectivity was preferentially distributed within the sensorimotor 
hand representation, even in the absence of a memory component (repetitive tapping 
in Figure 6A).

Connectivity was best detected through analysis from homotopic regions of the 
hippocampus; although connectivity was calculated independently from seeds in both 
the left and right hippocampus, the combination generated significant connectivity 
over a larger area (Figure 6B). Furthermore, hippocampal connectivity was specific for 
individual fingers, both for seeds associated with positive (“MAX”) and negative con-
nectivity (“MIN”). The magnitude of their combined effects was the greatest within 
each finger representation during the time period when the represented finger was 
moving (Figure 6C). Details of these results may be found elsewhere [118, 119, 208].

4.7 Unity of self

In the repetitive tapping task, PPI connectivity represented the combined effect 
from both the left and right hippocampus (see Figure 3). My research on the hip-
pocampus shows homotopic connectivity is common. Bilateral connectivity is 
related to the pattern of hippocampal connections; although stronger connectivity is 
observed with the left MTL, the ventral striatum and default mode network, left and 
right hippocampal regions show remarkably similar patterns of connectivity [209]. 
Neuroimaging analysis has traditionally assumed that functional effects are restricted 
to one hemisphere.

In our earlier sketch of the central executive model, the “center of consciousness” 
was compared to the White House. Dennett and others have denied its existence; they 
believe there is no one place in the brain with converging sensory inputs that could 
also generate cognitive functions. By discarding the Cartesian theater of the mind for 
this reason, Dennett unwittingly shared a misconception with Descartes; both were 
looking for one central structure that could regulate diverse functions distributed 
throughout the cerebral cortex.3 The White House, however, is occupied by both the 
President and Vice-President; the left and right hippocampus function jointly in the 
executive functions of our “self.”

What is the “self” and its relationship to the hippocampus and consciousness?
Our conscious view of the world is centered on the self. The brain receives sensory 

information in relationship to our bodily self. Tactile, proprioceptive, visual, auditory, 
and vestibular information all project into parietal cortex, converging in various com-
binations in different regions; perception of one’s “self” is largely dependent on areas 
in the parietal cortex that combine information from different sensory modalities 

3 Descartes ascribed the centrally-positioned pineal gland as the “seat of the soul” because it was posi-
tioned to affect bodily functions represented in both cerebral hemispheres. If this were the case, a lot of 
zombies are walking around, as the pineal body is calcified and non-functioning in about 10% of adults.
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Figure 6. 
Hippocampal connectivity in sensorimotor cortex during volitional movements. A, sensorimotor connectivity 
from the hippocampus during performance of volitional hand movements. Connectivity was restricted to the 
hand representation as identified from activation analysis. B, mean beta values and the number of voxels 
showing significant connectivity from functional and structural seeds in the left (red) and right hippocampus 
(yellow), plus their combined effect from global analysis (blue). Global analysis provided greater sensitivity for 
detecting effects. C, spatial/temporal selectivity by functional seeds S1 (blue), S2 (red), and S3 (green) within the 
individual finger representations (F1–F3) during the time period when the represented finger was moving (T1–T3, 
respectively). The difference in magnitude between the MAX (representing positive connectivity) and MIN seeds 
(representing negative connectivity) are shown along the z-axis; both increased in their deviation from the mean 
during finger movements.
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to differentiate our “self” from others [210–213]. The embodiment of our self in our 
senses explains why a pinch on my arm hurts me, and a baseball on a trajectory toward 
my head feels like it’s directed toward me (my “self”). Intentional movements are also 
embedded in our sensory perceptions; otherwise, movements of our eyes and bodies 
would impact the perceived location of objects in the world around us. Sensory infor-
mation reaches the hippocampus from parietal multimodal cortex as well as unimodal 
regions, where it can be consolidated into a conscious, long-term declarative memory.

Social interactions are centered on the self. These interactions typically involve 
language as well as our senses and are more likely to evoke an emotional response. We 
have internal dialogs as we decide how to act and react, recalling memories of others 
and our imagination about possible consequences of our actions. The hippocampus 
is central to this, modulating language areas of the brain during language processing 
[98, 214–217], as well as prefrontal regions involved in memory recall and predictive 
imaginings [165, 168]. The hippocampus also interacts with orbitofrontal regions 
implicated in decision-making and emotions [218, 219].

Additionally, the hippocampus plays a role in maintaining my conceptualiza-
tion of my self across time. My normal alert state of consciousness is lost when I fall 
asleep; in the moment I wake up, I may not remember where or even who I am. An 
Alzheimer’s patient recently told her daughter that for the first time in a long while, 
she remembered who she was when she woke up that morning. By the same token, I 
have had dreams where “I” am the President of the United States, a super hero, or a 
fictional character. My memories, including those of going to sleep last night, estab-
lish myself as the same entity I was yesterday. The cells in my body are replaced every 
few years, yet my identity (“self”) has been preserved through memories of experi-
ences in my younger body.

In some patients with severe epilepsy, connections between the two cerebral 
hemispheres are severed to eliminate the spread of seizure activity. These “split-
brain patients” function reasonably well, yet careful examination suggests the 
minds of these patients have split—two distinct “selves,” with different likes, 
dislikes, and aspirations, without the normal integrated sense of self [220, 221]. 
This was discovered by utilizing knowledge about neuroanatomical pathways. 
Sensory and motor pathways cross, so a written question presented left of center is 
interpreted by cortex in the right hemisphere; the left hand can move wood blocks 
to select an answer (similar to a multiple-choice test). Language is represented on 
the left side of the brain, so a response to a question reaching the left hemisphere 
can be spoken. Surprisingly, the left and right cerebral hemispheres often differed 
on their favorite color, what shirt they would like to wear, and career choices. In 
some patients, this conflict played out in daily life; one hand might unbutton a shirt 
as the other buttoned it up.

Why would a single “self” split into two from this surgery? Typically, the hip-
pocampus influences cortical areas through the combined effect from the left and 
right structures, but in split-brain patients, connections between the hemispheres are 
lost. Each hippocampus would assume its own sense of “self,” based on its available 
sensory inputs, memories, and context.

4.8 Losing one’s self

If the hippocampus maintains our sense of self across time, what happens when 
the hippocampus becomes nonfunctional, as with Alzheimer’s? Does our “self” cease 
to exist?
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The hippocampus is essential for the formation of long-term declarative memo-
ries. These memories are essential to our normal alert consciousness, sustaining the 
conceptual schema of our self. The “self,” as explained earlier, originates with our 
inborn bodily experiences, but extends to incorporate those character and personality 
traits we embody. Destroying the hippocampus does not eliminate established memo-
ries, as memories involving similar context can still be recalled through prefrontal 
modulation of sensory pathways. (Sustained context may additionally be provided by 
the pulvinar).

Neither does hippocampal damage eliminate other forms of consciousness. 
Patients still have sleep-wake cycles (although often disturbed) and can perform tasks 
that do not require extended attention. Despite their deficits, these patients maintain 
a sense of control and ownership over their body parts that is embedded into the brain 
early in development, their bodily sense of self.

What these patients have lost is the ability for their normal alert consciousness to 
evolve with new experiences. As a result, that portion of the self that chooses how 
to interact with the world gradually erodes. My grandmother was a modest, gentle 
woman who lived for decades with a misogynist husband, yet she found ways to keep 
the peace while standing up for herself and her daughters. As Alzheimer’s developed, 
she initially remembered family events from years earlier, but did not recognize her 
own children. As the disease progressed, my grandmother remembered even less 
about her family; she became aggressive, physically attacking staff at her nursing 
home, and running naked around the hallways, refusing to get dressed. As my mom 
noted, she was no longer the same person—no longer the “self” who had sustained 
intentional choices for years about who she was and how to interact in her world.

This is a common complaint in families of Alzheimer’s patients; except when 
memories rise to the surface, their loved ones are “no longer the same person.” The 
bodily self remains, but the constructed self is lost. The bodily sense of self is inde-
pendent of the normal alert state of consciousness, although the bodily sense of self 
can be diminished or altered during alternate states of consciousness associated with 
meditation [222, 223] or psychedelic drugs [224].

4.9 Emotions and decision-making

When we consciously perceive an object or event, our subjective (“phenom-
enological”) experience is tied to both our sensory perception and our emotional 
response to it. This emotional response may be unique, differing even between similar 
objects. The unique sensory/emotional response for an object represents its qualia.

The thought experiment involving cousin Anthony and his fiancée Francesca 
illustrated an important point: Our emotional response to environmental objects 
and events can change with our experiences. Because everyone’s experiences and 
emotional responses differ, our qualia for objects also differ. Another point from 
Anthony’s experience: Our emotions provide context for interpreting our environ-
ment. Everything associated with an event provides a context that can be used in 
its recall, including emotions as well as their timing and surrounding objects in the 
environment.

If an event evokes fear, we are more likely to recall the incident when we are again 
fearful. The fear will also shape its interpretation [225]. When in high school, a casual 
comment—“nice clothes”—by a bully carried dark overtones, which I would not 
impute to a friend making the same comment. Similarly, we tend to be more optimis-
tic when we are happy, plus more likely to remember happy events from our past. The 
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nature of our long-term memories is affected by our emotional state as well; when 
negative emotions are evoked by an incident, we are more likely to remember details 
of the event months later [226, 227].

Brain regions involved in emotional expression of our conscious experiences vary 
in the duration of their effects. Long-lasting effects are evoked by strong emotions, 
mediated by hormones released from the hypothalamus and pituitary. These brain 
structures are insensitive to sensory properties of events themselves; their role in 
the physiological manifestation of emotions requires input from the limbic system.4 
Limbic pathways include both the hippocampus and amygdala, the latter strongly 
involved in the emotional component of our experiences. Although we are cognitively 
aware of emotions evoked by an incident, the hormones released affect bodily func-
tions throughout the body and brain, many of which lie outside our consciousness.

Activity in the amygdala is intimately involved in our emotional responses to the 
environment. Its activity is most often reported in studies where negative emotions 
are evoked, but studies have demonstrated its involvement in positive emotions as 
well [229, 230]. The duration of amygdala activity evoked by an emotionally charged 
stimulus is generally longer by a few seconds than in sensory regions; the duration of 
its effects may be considered intermediate. Although the hippocampus appears to be 
more involved in “objective” representations of our environment, its connections with 
the amygdala are extensive and bidirectional. Both structures are involved in learning 
[231–233].

Strong positive emotions associated with pleasure and reward evoke activity in the 
nucleus accumbens [234–239]. The nucleus accumbens is active during sexual arousal 
and other hedonistic pleasures, including narcotics; it is also more active in compul-
sive gamblers when they are gambling, regardless of whether they are winning. The 
hippocampus and subcortical regions involved in the reward circuitry also interact 
with the nucleus accumbens [240]. Through hippocampal connections, memories of 
previous experiences can reinforce positive experiences.

The short-term expression of emotions involves the orbitofrontal cortex, an 
area located just above the orbit of the eyes. This area, also called the ventromedial 
prefrontal cortex, is involved in reward circuitry [241]. Anterior orbitofrontal regions 
typically become active when negative emotions are evoked, with positive emotions 
evoking activity posterior to this (see Examples and illustrations below). The hippo-
campus influences orbitofrontal regions more strongly during emotional expression 
and recall [242]. With shorter-term effects, orbitofrontal activity reflects our emo-
tional responses to continuous changes in our environment, such as those evoked in 
social situations. Our emotional response to these events affects our decision process; 
indeed, the orbitofrontal (ventromedial) cortex is critical for making decisions 
requiring evaluation of long-term consequences and socially appropriate behavior 
[218, 243–245]. Orbitofrontal activity can be modified by cognitive strategies that 
affect the intensity of our emotions, for example, when a person tries to minimize 
their emotional response to a disgusting image [246, 247].

Orbitofrontal regions are active when subjects are presented with words that carry 
emotional associations [54, 56]. Even without overt emotional associations, activity 
in the orbitofrontal region is modulated by the hippocampus during word tasks (see 
Examples and illustrations below). Orbitofrontal activity in these tasks reflect nuanced 

4 The limbic system was first defined by Papez [228] as those intermediary brain structures that convey 
output from cortical areas involved in cognition to areas involved in the expression of emotions.
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emotional responses that can change rapidly as we read a story, or to other events in 
our environment.

Hippocampal connectivity with orbitofrontal cortex effectively associates our 
memories with subjective, emotional content. This provides a subjective tint to our 
conscious experiences, especially those involving memories. This interaction also plays 
an instrumental role in decisions and judgments that guide our social behavior [248].

Examples and illustrations: To examine the neural response to emotional 
responses, pictures rated for emotional affect were presented. Differential activation 
between pictures evoking strong positive and negative emotions was recorded from 
16 subjects. Responses between individuals was variable, as some subjects regulate 
their emotional responses to strong evocative images. Figure 7A shows regions show-
ing a preferential response to emotionally charged negative (red) and positive stimuli 
(yellow). Activation associated with negative emotions appeared in orbitofrontal 
cortex anterior to activation associated with positive emotions, which extended from 
orbitofrontal cortex posterior to the nucleus accumbens (below the genu and rostrum 
of the corpus callosum). Figure 7B shows frontal deactivation when recalling word 
associations (top, blue) and its overlap with the orbitofrontal region associated with 
positive emotions (bottom, overlap in green). Figure 7C shows hippocampal connec-
tivity with orbitofrontal cortex when presented with emotionally charged negative 
stimuli, both from various structural seeds in the left (left) and right hippocampus 
(right). These results show that the hippocampus interacts with orbitofrontal regions 
involved in both positive and negative emotions.

4.10 Thought and creativity

Typically, we use language to think; only occasionally do we think through visual 
icons or other nonverbal sensory representations. The use of language is nearly 
universal across human societies.

Consistent with a role in cognitive thought, the hippocampus influences semantic 
language areas during language tasks [98]. Hippocampal connectivity during these 
tasks is not limited to the left posterior temporal region (Wernicke’s area); it is also 
evident in the left inferior frontal gyrus (Broca’s area). Prefrontal cortex modulates 
the contextual modulation of information in posterior areas, affecting both the inter-
pretation of sensory input and memory recall. Because every memory is embedded 
within a context, including memories of words, this contextual modulation is likely 
essential for thinking.

In English and other Western cultures, linguistic content is associated with the left 
hemisphere, whereas the right hemisphere interprets the “music” of language (i.e., 
inflections in our voice). Upward tonal inflections are used to convey questions, flat 
or downward inflections indicate statements, and nuanced inflections convey state of 
mind. For Chinese and other tonal languages, however, inflections help determine the 
meaning of individual words. As a result, Chinese language studies also show activa-
tion in the right hemisphere [249].

The laterality of brain activation thus depends, in part, on the language spoken. 
Other hemispheric differences in functionality have also been reported, for example, 
math is left-dominant, at least in right-handers [250]. What might explain such 
differences?

The two cerebral hemispheres differ in the speed of sensory processing; the left 
hemisphere processes information faster [251, 252]. Motor nerve conduction velocity 
is also faster on the side of the dominant hand [253, 254]. Broadly, speed is important 
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Figure 7. 
Orbitofrontal activation and hippocampal connectivity associated with emotional stimuli. A, orbitofrontal 
regions activated preferentially by sensory stimuli evoking negative (red) and positive emotions (yellow). Negative 
emotions activated orbitofrontal cortex anterior to that activated by positive emotions, observed in three or more 
subjects from a group of 16 subjects. B, deactivation of orbitofrontal cortex during recall of word associations 
(blue) in relationship to regions associated with emotions. Overlap with positive emotions appears green. C, 
hippocampal connectivity with orbitofrontal cortex when presented negative emotionally charged stimuli relative 
to a neutral stimulus. Different colors represent the results from different structural seeds in the left hippocampus 
(left) and the right hippocampus (right). Greater connectivity was observed in left orbitofrontal cortex.
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for those functions associated with the left hemisphere. In Western languages, this 
includes semantics. “Watch out!” does not require inflection; we must understand its 
meaning as quickly as possible to avoid the rattlesnake or attacking bear. Questions 
involve the temporal modulation of pitch, invoking the right hemisphere. We can 
afford more time to respond when contemplating a question about what we would 
like for lunch.

Processing speed may help explain the prevalence of right-handedness. The left 
cortex controls the right side of our body; it can more quickly inform our muscles how 
to tie a knot, throw a spear, or catch ourselves before falling as we learn to walk. Early 
in evolution, our survival depended on the speed of our physical skills. Survival now 
depends less on physical speed, yet speed is still required for success in many of our 
activities—childhood games such as races, IQ tests, and even brainstorming at execu-
tive board meetings. By processing sensory and motor information more quickly, the 
left hemisphere takes the lead; with more practice, plasticity generates rich neural 
connections required for greater expertise.

In the right hemisphere, processing is slower. This has functional implications. 
Temporal characteristics of stimuli, for example, assume greater prominence; the 
right inferior prefrontal cortex responds to rising and falling inflections during 
speech. Spatial relationships also assume greater importance; extensive damage to 
the right parietal cortex results in spatial hemineglect [255–257]. In this condition, 
a patient is unable to perceive items to the left half center; asked to draw a clock, all 
12 numbers will be crowded into the right half of a circle. Although spatial maps are 
present in each hemisphere, spatial hemineglect only occurs following damage to 
right parietal cortex.

Slower processing in the right hemisphere may also play a role in creativity. 
Prefrontal cortex modulates context in sensory and other ascending pathways, 
essential for interpreting stimuli in our environment. Because processing in the 
left hemisphere is faster, the left prefrontal cortex can provide a quicker change in 
context. This is adaptive when a quick response is needed to a changing environment; 
slower changes in the right prefrontal cortex, however, provide greater continuity 
in thought. In a changing environment, the two hemispheres thus provide different 
contexts for interpreting events. Context determines which sensory modules extract 
information about our environment, which is then relayed to the hippocampus. 
Because the left hippocampus and right hippocampus work jointly to influence other 
brain regions, interpretive differences must be reconciled. This may require addi-
tional access to relevant memories, those available to the hippocampus.

The creative process requires competing contexts. Acts of creativity result from 
a well-established context applied to a new situation, or a new context applied to 
an older situation. The Impressionist artists in the 1800s, for example, captured the 
impression of scenery through blended brush strokes that failed to duplicate details 
of the images they observed; musicians then applied this concept to music, creating 
music that blended broken chords to create impressions without overtly relying on 
melodic lines and established chord progressions. Similarly, differences in viewpoints 
played a prominent role in conceptual theories, such as the special theory of relativity. 
Original and creative acts are generated by applying an established concept to a new 
situation, or the reverse.

By working jointly, the left and right hippocampus brings the context from both 
cortical hemispheres into play. Difference in processing speeds between the cortical 
hemispheres may thus lead to creative solutions by providing different contexts for 
problem-solving. Activity in the left hemisphere dominates when a speedy response 
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is required; right hemispheric activity becomes equally important during the creative 
process. This explains why the right hemisphere appears to become more active 
during creative endeavors [258]. With unilateral inputs but bilateral cooperation, the 
hippocampus is uniquely positioned to use different contexts to view a situation from 
a fresh perspective, or to find a new approach for an unsolved problem.

4.11 Individual variability

Normal alert consciousness is uniquely individual. The content and nature of my 
conscious experiences differ from yours, and because my conscious experiences differ 
day-to-day and moment-to-moment, identifying the neural activity unique to my 
individual consciousness is a challenge. Individual variability in fMRI studies is often 
explored through correlations between the amplitude of evoked brain activity and a 
population variable (e.g., performance accuracy). This approach is generally unsuit-
able for exploring individual differences in the conscious experience, as tasks rarely 
differentiate between different states of consciousness.

Individuals vary greatly in the extent and location of areas active during perfor-
mance of any task, resulting from individual differences in perception, abilities, 
strategies used to perform the task, and variability in the functional brain organiza-
tion [259]. As a result, brain activation identified from group analysis is typically 
more restricted than activation among individuals.

I learned an extreme example of this lesson early in my hospital job. Neurologists 
asked me to develop fMRI tasks to demonstrate the laterality of language function 
in the hippocampus, noting studies had recently shown greater activation in the left 
hippocampus of unimpaired patients.5 Regardless of task or analytical methods, I 
could never demonstrate preferential activity for language in the left hippocampus 
for more than half my volunteers. Group analysis, however, replicated findings from 
previous studies. On an individual basis, language activation was often greater in the 
right hippocampus, but the variability between subjects was too large to show up in 
group analysis.

Our individual conscious experiences, as well as our approaches to solving prob-
lems, are unique and variable. Brain activity underlying our conscious experiences 
should similarly reflect this individual variability, both between individuals (e.g., 
[260]) and within individuals at different points in time [261]. Across many tasks, the 
pattern of hippocampal connectivity in individuals follows the pattern of task activa-
tion, including activation outside the region typically activated by a group of subjects 
(see Examples and illustrations below).

Examples and illustrations: Figure 8 shows fMRI activation and hippocampal 
connectivity in an individual subject across a variety of task conditions. Similarities 
are evident, both in regions typically activated during group analysis (yellow arrows) 
and in regions reflecting the individual’s performance (blue arrows).

5 My tasks were to be used for presurgical evaluation of temporal lobe epilepsy. In some patients, the 
language function migrated to the other side of the brain, and the post-surgical outcome depended on 
hippocampal language function on the side of the operation.
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Figure 8. 
Activation and hippocampal connectivity in an individual across tasks. Hippocampal connectivity tends to reflect 
task activation, in regions reflecting individual performance (blue arrows) as well as regions typically activated 
by a task during group analysis (yellow arrows).
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4.12 Normal alert consciousness vs. other conscious states

Normal alert consciousness requires the coordination of cognitive processes such 
as perception, memory, and attention, as well as behavioral responses and emotional 
responsivity to people, events, and objects in our environment. Most (and perhaps all) 
cortical regions are involved in one or more of these components during normal alert 
consciousness (as are some subcortical regions), so global patterns of brain activity 
identified in the EEG may differentiate it from other conscious states. The pattern of 
EEG activity has been compared during waking activity to the drowsy and sleep states.

When alert, the EEG across cortical areas is generally desynchronized, showing 
rapid beta waves (14–20 Hz) that reflect the brain’s responsiveness to rapid changes in 
the environment as well as our internal mental activity. Activity in the hippocampus, 
by contrast, is synchronized; slower waveforms result from coordinated activity 
within the hippocampus. When an animal is particularly alert, the hippocampus pro-
duces theta waves (4–10 Hz) that propagate across the cortex. Motor and associative 
learning are enhanced when they are coordinated with these theta waves. In humans, 
the frequency of these waves is sometimes slower (1–8 Hz), but their properties are 
otherwise the same [262–265].

When drowsy, the EEG in occipital (visual) areas is dominated by alpha waves 
[8–12 Hz], which may function to suppress visual input [266]. During deep sleep, the 
hippocampus and cortex reverse their EEG patterns from wakefulness: Cortical activ-
ity is synchronized as the hippocampal EEG becomes desynchronized. In the dream 
state, characterized by rapid eye movements (REM), hippocampal activity changes 
again. During REM, hippocampal theta waves are not propagated across the cortex, 
but otherwise hippocampal activity is similar to that observed in the awake state. In 
fact, activity within the hippocampus during REM repeats patterns observed earlier 
during the day; this is essential for memory consolidation. Deprived of REM sleep, 
later recall of the day’s events can be lost.

With a central role in normal alert consciousness, the reciprocal relationship 
between hippocampus and cortical activity is to be expected. According to the model, 
the hippocampus loses cognitive control over sensory and other cortical processes 
during sleep; regional cortical circuits can then generate coordinated (synchronized) 
activity, unperturbed by cognitive demands. Imagery during REM sleep may result 
from hippocampal replay of the day’s events, or often, memories and imaginations 
that share the same context. Consciousness during REM sleep differs from the normal 
alert state in several ways, however, notably with the interruption of hippocampal 
cognitive control over movements.

4.13 Subconscious influences on normal alert consciousness

In the central executive model, sensory signals in the normal alert state must reach 
the hippocampus to reach consciousness; empirically, sensory signals must reach the 
hippocampus to form explicit declarative memories. The role of the hippocampus in 
subconscious, implicit memories is more controversial [267–271].

Several questions may be raised. What is the effect of subliminal stimuli on hippo-
campal activity and conscious behavior? Is evoked activity in the hippocampus both 
necessary and sufficient to reach conscious awareness in the normal alert state? Why do 
some sensory stimuli reach consciousness whereas others do not?

Subliminal perceptions and implicit memories, by definition, improve task 
performance as a result of prior experience, despite a subject’s lack of awareness or 
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recall. Many different tasks have been used to test implicit memories; some reportedly 
involve hippocampal activity, whereas others do not. Clearly, the hippocampus is not 
required for all types of implicit memories; procedural memories are implicit memo-
ries that can be formed by amnesic patients with hippocampal damage.

A review of brain development and plasticity may help us better understand 
implicit memories.

The brain develops as a rostral extension of the spinal cord, developing and 
specializing in response to chemical gradients [272]. The functional organization 
of the brain suggests specialized sensory regions of cortex may also develop from 
chemical gradients. Visual cortex, for example, may arise from a gradient with peak 
intensity at the back of the brain; other gradients give rise to auditory cortex (near the 
ears), smell and taste cortices (near the front of the brain), and somatosensory cortex 
(near the top of the brain). These chemical gradients attract axons arising from the 
appropriate pathways, yet their functional properties require evoked activity within 
their respective pathways. Sensitivity to contrasts, edges, directional movement, and 
binocular vision, for example, arise later from visual stimulation during a critical 
period following birth [273, 274]. Plastic changes in brain function continue through-
out our lives, altering our brain’s response to an environmental stimulus.

Implicit memories can result from plastic changes in activity anywhere in the brain 
that does not reach consciousness. Demonstrating their existence requires the appro-
priate task, which typically selects the appropriate context. The anterior hippocampus 
is commonly active (if at all) during implicit memory tests, which connects with 
prefrontal regions known to regulate context and memory recall. These prefrontal 
regions can activate reentrant circuits, including sensory pathways modified during 
implicit learning. Hippocampal activity during these tests may thus reflect cognitive 
control over task performance, rather than a direct role in implicit memory.

Even if sensory information reaches the hippocampus, it may not reach conscious 
awareness, particularly if the stimulus duration is short. Our minds require time for 
perception to occur. Numerous studies have identified behavioral effects of words 
or objects presented too briefly to be conscious perceived [275–280]. Like implicit 
memories, subliminal stimuli can modify subsequent behavior despite their failure to 
evoke conscious awareness. Sensory information in the brain must be integrated over 
time, so stimuli presented too briefly do not reach consciousness.

The importance of temporal integration is apparent from our perception of 
movements when watching television and movies, where a series of static images 
is presented in quick succession. Temporal integration of visual stimuli occurs over 
20–60 ms, depending on stimulus properties6 [283] (explained in Examples and 
illustrations below). The perceived location of an object is integrated from its actual 
location(s) over time. Learning to recognize a brief stimulus is optimal when it is 
presented at a certain point in the theta waveform. This sensory information decays 
before the same point in the waveform is again reached [263, 284]. At 4–8 Hz, infor-
mation within the hippocampus must therefore require a maximum time of 125–250 
ms for sensory integration. This is considerably longer than the 25 ms minimum 
integration time required for perception, yet the hippocampal theta waveform likely 
reflects the time required to both perceive a stimulus and act on it. A single cycle 
of the theta waveform represents the shortest time that humans can initiate an eye 

6 This lower range corresponds roughly to the 40 Hz cortical waveforms that coordinate sensory activity 
across brain regions, thought to be involved in perceptual grouping and attentional selection [281, 282].
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movement toward a suddenly appearing target. (Hand movements have longer reac-
tion times, due to longer nerve pathways and greater muscle mass).

A subliminal stimulus evokes a neural response early in the sensory pathway, but 
integrated with other sensory inputs over time, this does not persist long enough 
to reach consciousness. Nonetheless, a subliminal stimulus that modifies sensory 
activity early in the pathway can still influence conscious behavior, albeit indirectly, 
because sensory areas provide input to regions necessary for consciousness. Once 
consolidated, subliminal sensory input can influence sensory activity whenever the 
context of the original (subliminal) stimulus is recreated.

Examples and illustrations: Evidence of temporal integration from displacement 
of static images is represented in Figure 9 (adapted from [285]. In Figure 9A, a spot 
changes color as it is displaced; if the displacement is large enough, two spots sepa-
rated in time are perceived, but with a smaller displacement, the green spot appears to 
change color as it moves from one point to another. Motion is perceived; the transition 
in color appears midway. The perception of motion and its change in color both reflect 
the temporal integration that takes place; red and green are opponent colors, so brain 
cells excited by one color will be inhibited by the other.

Figure 9B illustrates the effect of temporal integration on eye movements in a 
double-jump saccade task [286, 287], where a subject’s gaze follows a moving spot. If 
a spot moves to two locations (P1 and P2) before an eye movement can be initiated, 

Figure 9. 
Experiments in movement perception and direction of gaze following rapid sequential presentation of static 
images. A, a green and red spot appearing shortly after each other at t = 1 and t = 2 appear as sequential spots if 
appearing sufficiently far apart (top), but appear as a rapidly moving spot that changes color midway if spaced 
closer together (bottom). B, a subject following a spot that quickly changes position to P1 then P2 will redirect his 
gaze somewhere in-between, closer to that position where the spot appeared longer before the eye movement was 
initiated. Results suggest a temporal integration of stimulus position.
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the gaze is directed to an intermediate location. The target location for the gaze then 
depends on the duration of the spot at each location before the eye movement is 
initiated. If more time is spent at P1, the gaze lands closer to it, whereas the gaze is 
directed closer to P2 if the spot appears there for a longer time. Temporal integration 
occurs throughout the brain, affecting eye movement computations as well as percep-
tual processes.

5. Central executive model of normal, alert consciousness

5.1 Concise description of the model

To reach consciousness during the normal alert state, the central executive model 
asserts that sensory information must reach the hippocampus with sufficient strength 
to be acted upon. The earlier White House analogy applies here; the occupants of the 
White House must be aware of the sensory input to act on it.

Before reaching the hippocampus, the content of sensory information has already 
been extracted (e.g., tree, house, familiar face). The sensory pathways carry both 
bottom-up signals from responses to external stimuli and top-down reentrant sig-
nals generated during thought or memory recall. These are not mutually exclusive; 
bottom-up responses are often modified by top-down processes, especially those 
contextual cues associated with spatial attentional control and cognitive expecta-
tions. Although rapid changes in context arise directly from the prefrontal cortex, 
the top-down influences during normal alert consciousness ultimately arise from the 
hippocampus. When changes in the environment do not require a rapid response, the 
sustained context may be provided instead by the pulvinar, whose input is not limited 
to the normal alert state.

Supra-threshold input to the hippocampus from sensory pathways achieves con-
scious awareness; this input can potentially be encoded into episodic and long-term 
declarative memory. Encoding results from synaptic connections with prefrontal cor-
tex. Hippocampal projections to prefrontal cortex are essential for encoding but also 
intentional access to memories; prefrontal connections with sensory pathways specify 
the context for re-creating the memory. The prefrontal cortex recreates the memory 
by generating a reentrant signal with the original context, with the reentrant signal 
propagating through the sensory pathways to reach the hippocampus for conscious 
awareness. The context (and thus the memory itself) includes sensory information 
from the original episode, the timing and spatial position of sensory objects, and the 
subjective emotional reaction to the event, as well as ongoing thoughts at the time 
of the event. This reentrant signal may also modify existing memories based on the 
current context.

For most stimuli, the emotional response is relatively subdued, mediated by 
hippocampal connections with the amygdala and ventral medial prefrontal cortex 
(orbitofrontal cortex). These subjective responses typically last a few seconds. 
Stronger emotional responses invoke limbic connections that result in the release of 
hormones; these evoke stronger neural responses across the body and brain that may 
persist for hours or days.

Based on its input, the hippocampus may select a behavioral response, acting on 
those speech and movement centers necessary to carry it out. If a stimulus requiring 
the same behavioral response appears frequently, basal ganglia activity is modified 
[288–290] so the response to the stimulus no longer requires the hippocampus. At that 
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point, the action no longer requires the normal alert state of consciousness; driving, 
for example, has become automatic.

Input to the hippocampus might result in internal deliberations. The left and right 
hippocampus select different scenarios by accessing different memories, applying dif-
ferent contexts to imagine future outcomes resulting from different courses of action 
[163]. Positive emotional feedback from ventral medial prefrontal cortex improves 
the likelihood of selecting one imagined course of action over another; a person may 
even be predisposed toward a certain outcome due to positive associations from past 
experiences. Different pairs of scenarios may be considered until a decision is made. 
Emotional feedback depends on many factors, including the ongoing emotional state, 
the relative emotional response to each option being considered, and the order of 
options considered. (Emotional responses to the previous scenario can persist for the 
slower-reacting right hippocampus.) Creative insights may result when the context 
from one scenario can be applied to the next.

Typically, the left hippocampus is preferentially involved in long-term memories 
involving language, whereas the right hippocampus is more involved in spatial navi-
gation [291–294]; nonetheless, the hippocampus in both hemispheres work together 
to accomplish executive agenda.7 This bilateral cooperation, although omnipresent, is 
essential for creative processes that require access to different contexts and memories.

The central role of the hippocampus in normal alert consciousness can be illus-
trated by mapping out important functional connections and their role in cognitive 
processes (see Examples and illustrations below).

Examples and illustrations: Figure 10 illustrates the relationship of brain regions 
and connections essential for carrying out cognitive functions, based on evidence and 
concepts presented above. Connections intimately associated with the normal alert 
state of consciousness are shown with bold black arrows.

The hippocampus is central, as its input specifies what reaches consciousness 
(“conscious of”); output specifies what we consciously do (“intentional” actions). 
Although the left and right hippocampus act jointly, their inputs are unilateral, with 
the pattern of inputs and outputs largely replicated in each hemisphere. This arrange-
ment increases flexibility in our behavioral response, as the hippocampi in the two 
hemispheres must jointly consider information that may differ in context and associ-
ated memories. Because the right hemisphere processes information more slowly, 
the content of the two hemispheres differs; when the context of an endeavor changes 
rapidly, resolving the disparity between the two hemispheres can lead to creative 
solutions.

5.2 Model in action

The model’s ability to explain conscious experiences in our day-to-day life can 
be illustrated through an incident I experienced as a graduate student in the 1980s. 
After recalling my perceptions, thoughts and emotions from each scene, the model’s 
explanation will be provided in italics.

I decided to take public transportation to O’Hare International Airport for a 
late-night airline flight, transferring to a subway train in downtown Chicago with a 
backpack on my shoulders and a suitcase in hand. Descending the stairs, I was met 
with the odor of urine, inducing a wave of disgust as I relived a childhood memory of 

7 In the White House analogy, the left and right hippocampus may be thought of as the President and Vice-
president—each may have their own strong points, but both work on the same executive agenda.
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an outhouse when visiting a distant cousin. With relatively direct input to the hippo-
campus, olfactory smells evoked strong sensory memories, avoiding the intervening feature 
extraction involved in other sensations.

I noticed two teenagers coming up the stairs. Because the stairway was wide, I was 
surprised they did not move toward the other side, especially since I could hear only 
one other person descending the stairs behind me. Having traveled this route before, 
previous experiences set the context for expected behavior. With the hippocampus signaling 
the context to prefrontal cortex, top-down feedback to sensory pathways shaped the sensory 
processing according to my expectations. Visual information about the approaching teenagers 
did not match these expectations; this dissonant information was then amplified and given 
privileged access to my hippocampus via the entorhinal cortex. The hippocampus sent an 
attentional signal to spotlight auditory input to confirm the presence of another person 
behind me.

The teenagers bumped into me as they ascended the stairs. I recognized the situa-
tion from a recent television program explaining how pickpockets operate; although 
I did not feel anything inappropriate, I reached for my billfold. Discovering it was 

Figure 10. 
Central executive model of normal alert consciousness. Connections involved in cognitive processes are 
mapped; connections most directly implicated in normal alert consciousness are shown with bold black arrows. 
Hipp = hippocampus, lat PFC = lateral prefrontal cortex, vmPFC = ventromedial prefrontal cortex.
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already out of my pocket, I reacted quickly to grab the billfold from the thief ’s hand. 
The situation was similar to what I had viewed on a TV program, so the prefrontal cortex 
applied this context to provide reentrant activity required for memory recall. With access 
to this memory, the hippocampus sent contextual messages to prefrontal cortex to access 
additional memories and relevant thoughts, deliberating what to do. When a positive 
feeling was received from orbitofrontal cortex about the potential for a successful outcome, 
a course of action was selected. The hippocampus sent signals to the arm and hand repre-
sentations in sensorimotor cortex, effecting arm movements to reach behind my back for my 
billfold. The hippocampus monitored sensory feedback, modifying the motor signals to grab 
the billfold despite its unexpected location.

“Your wallet was falling out,” the would-be thief said. “I caught it to give it back to 
you.” With auditory input, the hippocampus provided feedback to the language areas of 
the brain to facilitate understanding.

Although I did not believe him, I studied his face in case I decided to report the 
incident to the police. I would need to identify him in a line-up. The hippocampus 
sent attentional commands via the precuneus to the visual face area in temporal cortex, 
suppressing irrelevant visual features while enhancing the regional response to the face. This 
activity was transmitted to the hippocampus for encoding.

I quickly considered my immediate options. The three teenagers had obviously 
been working together; no one else was in sight. Outnumbered, I had no chance to 
physically overwhelm them, particularly encumbered with my backpack and suitcase. 
Experience suggested I would be vulnerable if I showed any sign of fear, so sup-
pressing my anxiety, I simply stated, “Thanks.” The hippocampus provided different 
contextual cues to prefrontal cortex for generating different scenarios to consider, which 
all elicited negative feelings from orbitofrontal cortex. Recalling a violent incident in my 
life resulting from a display of fear, the hippocampus sent signals to orbitofrontal cortex to 
modulate its emotions-related activity while sending signals to language and motor areas to 
speak my response.

By the time I reached the bottom of the stairs, the thieves had left. I phoned a 
friend. As I recounted the adventure, my anger grew at these kids who tried to take 
advantage of me. I hung up when the train arrived, looking suspiciously at other 
passengers as I went over the events of the evening in my mind. I was too upset to 
sleep. The hippocampus generated commands to the sensorimotor cortex and language 
areas needed to phone the friend and talk; contextual cues were conveyed to the prefrontal 
cortex, which provided reentrant signals needed to recall the events. Signals with emotional 
content were sent to the amygdala and limbic pathways to the hypothalamus and pituitary, 
resulting in the release of hormones associated with anger. These hormones produced wide-
spread effects, including hypervigilance (accompanied by a faster pulse and increased blood 
pressure) as well as increased hippocampal receptivity to sensory input. With dark emotions 
added to the ongoing context, people in the current environment were viewed with suspicion.

Once on the plane at the airport, I started to get drowsy, eventually closing my 
eyes. No longer in a normal alert state of consciousness, sensory input to the hippocampus 
was reduced, a result of both passive and active brain processes outside the scope of this 
model.

On the plane, I dreamt about chasing a burglar, tackling him, and wrestling from 
him a billfold full of cash. Snippets of events from the day were replayed in my hip-
pocampus during the dream state, important for consolidating these memories. Without 
sensory input or coordinated output from the hippocampus, the images and dream events 
were not restricted to events as they actually occurred. With reduced output from the 
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hippocampus, I did not act out my dream, so my movements were limited to the eyes and 
an occasional body twitch.

In this scenario, the model provides a central role for the hippocampus in coor-
dinating the activity of brain areas needed to perceive and appropriately respond to 
events occurring in the environment. Its role is similar to the Cartesian theater of the 
mind, although its functionality does not assume a non-material soul. This model is 
consistent with internal reflections on how the mind operates during our normal alert 
state.

5.3 Assumptions, strengths, and weaknesses of model

The assumptions, strengths, and weaknesses of the model are succinctly summa-
rized below.

Basic assumptions:

1. Multiple states of consciousness exist, but only the normal alert state coordinates 
all cognitive functions.

2. The left and right hippocampus are assumed to work jointly as if they were a 
unitary structure.

3. In the model, the hippocampus plays a role in cognitive control, with some cog-
nitive functions assumed to be regulated indirectly via connections with other 
cortical regions (with prefrontal cortex for memory recall, for example, and 
with precuneus for stimulus selection).

Strengths:

1. The model explains the subjective nature of our phenomenological experiences.

2. Several perplexing observations are explained. For example, the hippocampus is 
critical for the formation of declarative long-term memories; the model explains 
why the hippocampus is normally involved, but is not essential for their recall. 
The model additionally explains the dichotomy of subjective experiences and 
personal preferences in split-brain patients.

3. The model offers an explanation for deliberative decision-making and individual 
creativity.

Weaknesses:

1. The current model is based on inferences drawn from experimental findings, 
none of which were designed specifically to examine the effects of the state of 
consciousness.

2. The explanation for creativity is largely speculative, based on inferences about 
known interhemispheric differences in the speed of information processing 
together with a proposed role for prefrontal cortex in modulating the context of 
thoughts and memories.
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3. Until our technology advances, the ability to test the model in real time is lim-
ited, with the absence of a predicted effect too easily explained by a momentary 
transition out of the normal alert state of consciousness.

5.4 Testing the model: challenges

The central executive model provides many testable predictions, all contingent on 
the tests occurring during the normal alert state of consciousness. The model assumes 
central coordination of all cognitive components associated with consciousness in 
an alert, neurologically intact individual, but because an individual may “space out” 
during a task, disproving a prediction requires evidence that when a prediction fails, 
the subject had not drifted into an alternate state of consciousness. From a practi-
cal standpoint, most experimental tests of cognitive function require an alert state 
for accurate performance, such that accurate performance allows us to assume the 
requisite state of consciousness. Many components of the model can be tested more 
stringently by using the EEG to monitor alertness across task conditions [295, 296].

Testing the central executive model faces numerous challenges. The model asserts 
the hippocampus has a role in cognitive control, the left and right hippocampus 
jointly influencing those cortical regions necessary to perform the task at hand. 
Conventional activation analysis of neuroimaging data identifies the mean difference 
in neural activity between task conditions without identifying the relationship of 
activity between brain regions. Connectivity analysis identifies relationships between 
brain regions using moment-to-moment variations in neural activity, yet the most 
common connectivity methods—collectively referred to as functional connectiv-
ity—identify correlations without specifying directionality (i.e., identifying which 
brain area modifies activity in the other). Effective connectivity methods do provide 
directionality, yet traditional approaches cannot show the joint effect of connectivity 
from hippocampal seeds on both sides of the brain.

The challenge of localizing a functional region within the hippocampus com-
plicates this problem. Demonstrating connectivity depends critically on selecting 
the appropriate seed brain regions for comparison; mislocate a seed region by just 
a few millimeters and connectivity between regions may be missed [297]. Based on 
the premise that the greatest magnitude of brain activation reflects the center of 
functional activity, a seed is traditionally localized from the maximal activation in a 
region. Unfortunately, activation in the hippocampus is not observed in many tasks. 
This does not mean the hippocampus is uninvolved; activation reflects the mean 
activity during a task, whereas connectivity reflects its moment-to-moment fluctua-
tions in activity [98]. Specifying the appropriate location of a hippocampal seed 
without guidance from its activation is a challenge.

Finally, the relationship between activity in the hippocampus and other regions 
can vary. Some studies find positive connectivity, reflecting a positive correlation; 
higher activity in the hippocampus generates increased activity in another region. The 
hippocampus shows negative (or “inverse”) connectivity with other regions, reflect-
ing a negative correlation; higher activity in the hippocampus results in lower activity 
elsewhere. As observed in its connectivity with sensorimotor cortex [119, 208], both 
effects can occur during a task from different regions of the hippocampus.

These issues illustrate the challenges involved in testing predictions of the model. 
In this monograph, novel connectivity findings from bilateral hippocampal seeds 
have been illustrated. The general approach was as follows. After normalization to 
a common template, traditional fMRI activation analysis identified cortical areas 
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active during task performance; unless there were theoretical reasons to consider a 
larger area, the entirety of the activated region served as a region of interest (ROI) 
for connectivity analysis. Connectivity maps were generated from each voxel in the 
left and right hippocampus. Each hippocampus was divided into nine segments  
(a 3 × 3 matrix along the longitudinal and medial/lateral axes), and then, a mean 
connectivity map was calculated from all voxels lying within each segment. Each 
mean connectivity map served as a “structural seed” for analysis; the combined 
connectivity maps from corresponding regions in the left and right hippocampus 
were then tested for statistical significance within the ROI, correcting for multiple 
comparisons from nine structural seeds (as well as voxels within the ROI). Details of 
the procedure, including software batch files used to generate the connectivity maps, 
are described elsewhere [118, 298].

Because corresponding regions of the left and right hippocampus have similar 
connections [209], this procedure allows their joint influence on other regions to be 
identified without prior knowledge of functional localization within the hippocam-
pus. Findings reported from structural seeds represent conservative estimates of 
hippocampal influence, as they are based on mean connectivity maps from a region. 
The hippocampal voxel with the highest connectivity value within the structural seed 
represents a “functional seed.” Because they account for individual variability and are 
less sensitive to processing parameters [118], functional seeds more accurately reflect 
the extent and intensity of hippocampal influences, but, unless otherwise noted, are 
not included here.

5.5 Testing the model: overview

During normal alert consciousness, the model predicts that input to the hippo-
campus is required for conscious awareness, whereas hippocampal output executes 
cognitive control through its influences on other brain regions. In this section, 
specific predictions are provided, including approaches for testing those predictions. 
Hippocampal influences predicted by the model are extensive and based on task 
requirements, which may include selection of sensory properties, memory formation 
or recall, motor behavior, decision-making, and emotional expression.

5.5.1 Sensory predictions

5.5.1.1 Hippocampal activity: necessary or sufficient for conscious awareness?

According to the model, sensory input reaching the hippocampus should be 
 necessary, but may not be sufficient to reach consciousness during the normal alert 
state, as subliminal input may modify hippocampal activity without reaching the 
threshold for consciousness. How can we differentiate between conscious vs. sublimi-
nal activity? The answer may lie not in the magnitude of sensory input, but rather 
the receptivity of the hippocampus, which may vary under different conditions (like 
conscious awareness itself). Once sensory input reaches consciousness, the hippo-
campus can modify activity in other brain regions as appropriate for an intentional 
behavioral response.

Several approaches can be used to experimentally test these two conditions. If the 
hippocampus is necessary for conscious perception, its activity should be modified 
when a stimulus is detected, for example, as the duration of a stimulus increases from 
subliminal to liminal (evoking conscious awareness). Similarly, hippocampal activity 
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should change in some way at the precise moment a blurred image comes into focus as 
a recognizable object. This pattern should appear for every situation where an event 
or stimulus crosses a threshold into conscious awareness.

During REM sleep, hippocampal activity is insufficient in itself to produce the 
normal alert state of consciousness; indeed, patterns of awake activity in the hippo-
campus are recreated through consolidation processes. Hippocampal activity during 
REM may be responsible for our visual imagery, but REM sleep lacks the central coor-
dination of perceptions and behavioral actions (e.g., musculoskeletal movements) 
that characterize normal alert consciousness. During awake consciousness, however, 
hippocampal activity may be sufficient to nudge us into our normal alert state. This 
possibility can be tested by examining hippocampal activity and connectivity across 
several waking states of consciousness, perhaps monitored by the EEG; a change in 
hippocampal activity and connectivity should inevitably generate a transition into the 
normal alert state. Evoking neural activity in the hippocampus, perhaps by localized 
chemical infusion or electrical microstimulation, may also nudge us into this state. 
By stimulating with activity patterns recorded during actual memory recall, similar 
induced effects from hippocampal microstimulation have been observed on memory 
judgments to novel stimuli [299, 300].

5.5.1.2 Top-down regulation of sensory input

During the normal alert state, sensory perception is seldom a passive process; we 
choose what and where to attend. This may include specific features of an object: Is 
the object smooth or rough, what is its color, does it emit a high or low pitch, is the 
object a person (and who), and where in the room is she? Because we are incapable of 
consciously monitoring all sensory features simultaneously, pertinent features must 
be selected based on relevance to our current conscious experience.

Experimental tasks can specify sensory attributes to be detected and the appro-
priate behavioral response. Besides filtering out irrelevant information (as shown 
previously in Figure 2), the hippocampus modifies neural activity in sensory regions 
that extract information required for accurate task performance (as shown previously 
in Figure 1).

Top-down modulation through hippocampal connectivity would also be expected 
in other tasks requiring attention to specific features, such as visual tasks requiring 
discrimination between faces or buildings, or discrimination tasks involving auditory 
or somatic stimuli. During these tasks, hippocampal connectivity with the cortical 
processing modules would be expected to increase to enhance sensory processing 
of the relevant features. Similarly, navigation tasks requiring attention to spatial 
relationships should show increased hippocampal connectivity with parietal regions 
involved in spatial attention. Cognitive choices to change the spatial frame of refer-
ence (e.g., from egocentric to allocentric) should also be accompanied by a change in 
the locus of hippocampal activity [301] and the strength of its connections [302].

5.5.2 Testing the model: cognitive predictions

5.5.2.1 Language and memory

Alert conscious behavior is typically required when performing any task or test. 
According to the model, the targets of hippocampal connectivity should identify 
those cortical regions engaged to perform the task, whereas hippocampal activity 
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itself should reflect task performance (e.g., the accuracy of memory recall on indi-
vidual trials). From a researcher’s point of view, this eliminates the need to remove 
inaccurate trials from connectivity analysis so long as the subject remains in the 
normal alert state.8

In addition to connectivity with those language and motor areas involved in 
speech, hippocampal output should reflect the content of our discourse. Discussions 
about prior family events that evoke strong feelings, for example, should be reflected 
in hippocampal connectivity with the amygdala, nucleus accumbens, and orbitofron-
tal cortex. As the context of the dialog changes, shifts in topic should be accompanied 
by shifts in the pattern of hippocampal output to prefrontal cortex. These changes in 
connectivity patterns during discourse are testable.

5.5.2.2 Executive functions (cognitive control)

Executive function tests are often based on memory and modification of task 
rules, both of which depend on context. The central executive model suggests 
moment-to-moment changes in context are provided directly by prefrontal cortical 
projections to sensory areas, but those contextual properties of prefrontal cortex are 
typically set or modified by the hippocampus. In the Wisconsin card sorting task, 
a subject gets feedback while selecting cards from four different decks, eventually 
figuring out through trial-and-error which two decks provide positive results. At 
some point, the rule changes, so a different combination of decks provides better 
results, and the subject learns to change strategy. Increases in prefrontal cortex activ-
ity have been shown to accompany the change in strategy; the model predicts that in 
the normal alert state of consciousness, this is invariably accompanied (or preceded) 
by changes in its input from the hippocampus.

5.5.2.3 Volitional cognition

Volitional movements of finger movements are accompanied by increased hip-
pocampal connectivity with the finger representation of sensorimotor cortex (SMC) 
[119]. The central executive model suggests that volitional movements of other body 
parts should also be accompanied by increased connectivity with their SMC repre-
sentations. Repetitive movements without conscious intention, however—such as 
walking during a long leisurely stroll in the park, when the mind is elsewhere—would 
not involve the hippocampus.

Similarly, hippocampal connectivity to orbitofrontal (ventromedial prefrontal) 
regions should change when consciously reflecting on current or past events with 
emotional overtones, but not necessarily with events that rapid evoke an automatic, 
subconscious emotional response. We tend to continuously monitor and modify our 
emotional responses to our environment, so differentiating conscious and uncon-
scious emotional responses can be difficult. Continuous self-monitoring may explain 
why connectivity between the hippocampus and amygdala does not invariably change 
during overt emotional responses to stimuli (although see Figure 8); the amyg-
dala is intricately involved with emotions, but despite extensive interconnections, 

8 Because an inaccurate signal in the hippocampus on an individual trial will generate an inaccurate 
signal in the target region, the activity in both regions reflects performance accuracy, that is, garbage in, 
garbage out. The hippocampus influences cortical regions involved in performing the task regardless of the 
accuracy of the signal itself.
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hippocampal connectivity with the amygdala in some cases may lack task specificity. 
As noted in Figure 7, however, different regions of orbitofrontal cortex are activated 
by negative and positive emotions, accompanied by changes in hippocampal con-
nectivity. Presumably, changes in hippocampal connectivity with orbitofrontal cortex 
also occur during changes in emotional state resulting from our ruminations.

5.5.2.4 Conscious cognition vs. subliminal influences on conscious actions

If subliminal stimuli and implicit memories can influence hippocampal activity, 
how can we differentiate those inputs that reach consciousness from those that do 
not? Normal alert consciousness is defined by the coordination of cognitive activities. 
Cognitive control describes the influence of an executive region involved in cognition 
over regions required for task performance, and the hippocampus (together with 
prefrontal cortex) has been suggested to play such a role [98]. If the hippocampus 
coordinates cognitive activities, input that reaches consciousness must be able to 
appropriately redirect hippocampal mechanisms for cognitive control; only if I 
consciously perceive or think of an idea will I deliberately do something about it. By 
this reasoning, input must reach some critical threshold in the hippocampus to reach 
consciousness, which becomes detectable when the hippocampus uses cognitive 
control to appropriately change subject behavior.

Normal alert consciousness has a characteristic pattern of brainwaves that can be 
monitored by the EEG. During normal alert consciousness, the hippocampus gener-
ates theta waves, associated with improved performance on cognitive tasks; likely 
reflecting a hippocampal role in cognitive control, theta waves spread to those regions 
of cortex directly involved in task performance. To test if perception of a sensory 
stimulus reaches consciousness, the stimulus could serve as a cue to redirect attention 
or change the context for interpretation (e.g., foreground/background in the face/
vase illusion). Evidence of this cognitive control should be reflected in the EEG.

5.5.2.5 Deliberations and creativity

Although unilateral hippocampal effects have been observed elsewhere, connec-
tivity effects illustrated in this monograph reflect joint effects from the left and right 
hippocampus. The central executive model asserts both the left and right hippocam-
pus are necessarily involved during internal deliberations and creative endeavors, 
each semi-independently influencing prefrontal cortex; prefrontal cortex then 
modifies information in reentrant sensory pathways to provide different contextual/
memory input to each hippocampus. The creative process should be characterized by 
some degree of mismatch between the two hippocampi, especially for input but also 
output, reflecting differences in their contextual processing of information.

Currently, this is the most speculative part of the model. It could perhaps be tested 
by presenting stimuli to each visual hemifield (and hence each hippocampus) during 
central fixation. The stimulus presented to each eye is sometimes the same and some-
times not; pacing of stimulus presentation and their contextual relevance may differ for 
solving the problem/task at hand. The output from the hippocampus in each hemisphere 
should diverge as solutions are deliberated, greatest shortly before a solution is reached.

More generally, the model can also be evaluated in terms of hippocampal activity 
and function when a person transitions into, or out of the normal alert state of con-
sciousness. Input to the hippocampus should be reduced during drowsiness and sleep, 
leading to the dissolution of the coordinated waveforms of the hippocampus. Output 
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would also be reduced as the hippocampus ceases to coordinate the underlying 
cognitive processes. Identifying these changes precisely at transitions may be a key to 
demonstrating a central role of the hippocampus in normal alert consciousness.

6. Disrupted hippocampal activity and neurological disorders

This model was designed as a plausible explanation for the neural basis of normal 
alert consciousness. Because most neurological disorders reflect disorders in conscious 
behavior, the model’s detailed explanation for the mechanisms of cognition may be 
relevant. Indeed, effects of degrading hippocampal information as described by the 
model are often consistent with symptoms observed in various neurological disorders.

6.1 Prosopagnosia (and other agnosias)

Visual information from the eye ascends through the lateral geniculate to the 
primary visual cortex, and then connects through a series of cortical modules that 
extract various features. One module, located in ventral occiptotemporal cortex, 
extracts facial images. This region responds preferentially to faces, with individual 
neurons in the area preferring some faces over others.

Like other visual regions, the face region projects to the entorhinal cortex, ulti-
mately providing input to the hippocampus. Without its sensory input for faces, we 
have no conscious awareness of whose face we see [95, 97]. Hippocampal feedback to 
the face area is also essential for maintaining faces in memory [303].

6.2 Alzheimer’s syndrome

In Alzheimer’s, degenerative processes result in the accumulation of plaques and 
tangles. Their presence indicates the local loss of neuronal function. The region show-
ing the earliest signs is the entorhinal cortex, followed shortly thereafter by plaques 
and tangles in the hippocampus itself [90, 304, 305]. From there, plaques and tangles 
increase in targets of hippocampal projections, including parietal and prefrontal cortex.

The earliest symptoms of Alzheimer’s include memory loss and the inability to 
navigate in previously familiar environments, both functions associated with the 
hippocampus. As connectivity from the hippocampus deteriorates, the progression of 
symptoms reflects increasing dysfunction in those regions the hippocampus normally 
influences, including loss of attention (parietal cortex), dementia (prefrontal cor-
tex), and motor abilities (sensorimotor cortex), in addition to further deterioration 
in memories (hippocampus and prefrontal cortex). Eventually, the overall internal 
schema of self, including the descriptive self, deteriorates to the point where family and 
close friends may not even recognize the person they had known so well for decades.

6.3 Schizophrenia

The neurological disorders described above reflect the loss of informational 
 signals into and out of the hippocampus, respectively. Schizophrenia may instead 
result from an aberrant signal, likely resulting from abnormalities in neurotransmit-
ter release or their receptors. The mechanism for the resulting symptomology has 
been described by others [169, 170]; this mechanism is consistent with the central 
executive model of consciousness.
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Hippocampal activity is sensitive to context; it also influences prefrontal areas that 
modify ascending sensory pathways required for interpreting our environment. Top-
down feedback uses appropriate memories both to interpret events and put them into 
perspective. Distorted signals from the hippocampus can thus generate a distorted reality 
and poor memory performance, and positive symptoms associated with schizophrenia.

6.4 Parkinson’s disease

The primary symptom of Parkinson’s disease is difficulty initiating volitional 
movements, associated with dopamine loss in the basal ganglia. The basal ganglia do 
not have direct cortical projections, yet volitional movements are initiated from motor 
cortex. Basal ganglia projections to sensorimotor cortex are indirect via connections 
in the thalamus.

Neither the basal ganglia nor thalamus are associated with conscious activities. 
Thalamic projections to sensorimotor cortex apparently interact with volitional 
signals associated with cognitive control. Hippocampal connectivity with senso-
rimotor cortex has properties consistent with cognitive control [208]; during finger 
movements, the hippocampus preferentially alters the sensorimotor cortical activity 
within the representation of the finger currently moving. Dysfunctional interactions 
between the hippocampus and other sensorimotor inputs could generate problems 
initiating volitional movements.

The hippocampus influences sensorimotor cortical activity during volitional fin-
ger movements [118, 119]. A gene that contributes to familial and juvenile parkinson-
ism disrupts hippocampal synaptic transmission in vitro [306]; if the hippocampus 
plays a role in cognitive control [98], this disruption in synaptic transmission could 
cause motor dysfunction. With evidence of hippocampal interactions between dopa-
minergic and other transmitter systems, the hippocampus has also been implicated in 
the cognitive dysfunction observed in some Parkinson’s patients [307].

6.5 Temporal lobe epilepsy

Temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) is characterized by abnormal electrical activity 
within the medial temporal lobe that propagates to other cortical regions, resulting 
in seizures. The epileptogenic focus is often within the hippocampus. If intractable to 
effective treatment by drugs, relief is sometimes obtained by surgical removal of the 
epileptogenic focus.

Unusual patterns of connectivity in some patients may reflect their hippocampal 
dysfunction. The peak magnitude of connectivity from a hippocampal seed region, 
compared to unaffected subjects, often lays outside the normal range on one or more 
tasks (see Examples and illustrations below). Such an unusual pattern may be related 
to a patient’s aura, an atypical sensation, uncontrolled movement, or guttural sound 
that sometimes trumpets the imminent onset of the seizure.

Examples and illustrations. The PPI method for connectivity analysis estimates 
the magnitude of the signal conveyed from a seed region during a specific task. In 
Figure 11, the magnitude of maximal connectivity from a hippocampal seed is plotted 
across different tasks for 4 TLE patients and a group of 12 unaffected subjects. For 
each patient, the maximal connectivity on one or more tasks was outside the typical 
range. Patient TLE-4, for example, showed excessive connectivity in orbitofrontal 
regions associated with negative emotions; consistent with this finding, the patient’s 
seizures were typically preceded by an aura of high anxiety. The pattern was similar 
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for seeds in the left and right hippocampus, reflecting their interconnected influence 
on cortical activity regardless of the laterality of the epileptogenic focus.

6.6 Concussions

Concussions result from blunt force to the skull generating torsional forces that 
damage the brain. Models of the impact calculate that the greatest torsional forces 
appear in the interior of the skull, including the corpus callosum and nearby struc-
tures such as the hippocampus [308–310]. These forces stretch nerve fibers in the 
region; evidence suggests this damage may result in necrosis a few days after the ini-
tial injury. Cognitive effects of concussions may arise in part from damage to the 
hippocampal system [311, 312] (see also Examples and illustrations).

Examples and illustrations. A direct link between functional brain abnormalities 
and concussive symptoms has not been firmly established, yet evidence is suggestive. 
Figure 12 compares connectivity maps from hippocampal seeds during a memory 
task, applying a liberal threshold to improve sensitivity. Mean connectivity maps 
were generated along the posterior-to-anterior direction (P1 through P12), with 
alternate maps shown from seeds in the left hippocampus. Connectivity maps from 
the two subjects differed most markedly in the paucity of connectivity observed from 
mid-regions of the hippocampus of the concussed patient (P5-P9), with apparent 
compensatory connectivity observed from intact regions. Increased cognitive effort 
was required by this patient to perform the task, perhaps reflecting compensatory 
connectivity outside the optimal region of hippocampal function.

6.7 Other neurological conditions

Most neurological conditions become apparent when we are awake and alert. The 
central executive model proposes pervasive influences of the hippocampus on cogni-
tive function; most neurological conditions are thus likely to involve hippocampal 
dysfunction, directly or indirectly, during our normal alert state. These may reflect 
the loss of signals to or from the hippocampus (as suggested for prosopagnosia and 

Figure 11. 
Amplitude of hippocampal connectivity maxima by temporal lobe epilepsy patients and unaffected subjects across 
tasks. One or more outliers was observed for each patient for both left and right hippocampal seeds. The mean and 
standard error are shown from a group of 12 unaffected (“normal”) subjects.
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Figure 12. 
Comparison of hippocampal connectivity between a concussed and non-concussed subject performing an 
associative memory recall task. Numbers on the left reference hippocampal seed positions from posterior (P1) to 
anterior (P12), with alternate positions illustrated. In the concussed patient, little or no connectivity was observed 
from seeds in the midrange.
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Alzheimer’s, respectively), aberrant signals (proposed for schizophrenia), degraded 
interactions with hippocampal input (Parkinson’s), or disrupted regulation of hip-
pocampal function (temporal lobe epilepsy).

Alterations in hippocampus size or function have also been noted in other neu-
rological conditions, including depression [313, 314], ADHD [315, 316], and PTSD 
[317, 318]. Extensive monitoring of hippocampal function could perhaps serve as a 
canary in the coal mine, a sensitive indicator of our neurological health.

6.8 Potential applications of model

Potentially, the central executive model of normal alert consciousness has several 
practical applications.

6.8.1 New directions for research (causes and treatments)

Clinical research can focus on chemical or structural abnormalities that affect 
hippocampal function and its influence on brain areas implicated in the neurological 
symptoms. The source of a new neurological disorder can be quickly investigated 
based on cognitive effects characterized by the model.

6.8.2 Efficacy of treatments can be evaluated more quickly

When a potential drug treatment is under development based on its molecular 
effects on biological processes, large-scale studies are currently required to evaluate 
its effectiveness, involving hundreds or more patients and years of testing. This long 
process is required in order to reliably detect small effects, or the drug’s effective-
ness in some subset of a large patient sample. By using the central executive model, 
the drug’s effectiveness can be quickly determined for individual patients. The time 
course of the drug’s molecular effects is known; if the appropriate effect on hippo-
campal function and connectivity is not then observed, the drug is not an effective 
treatment for that individual. Other treatment options can then be pursued.

6.8.3 Neural implants for treatment

Neural implants have been developed to record brain activity, using computer or 
mechanical interfaces as a biomedical prosthesis to generate movement after neural 
pathways have degenerated [319, 320]. Neurological disorders such as Alzheimer’s can 
result from faulty transmission of signals between the hippocampus and other brain 
regions. As technology and our understanding of brain function improve, hippocam-
pal signals may be detected and transmitted to affected cortical areas via biosensors.

6.8.4 Artificial intelligence as a companion

Recent advances in artificial intelligence (AI) have often adopted neural network 
learning strategies to identify optimal solutions to problems. Programmed with 
massive amounts of data on human interactions, the most advanced AI can “converse” 
when provided a topic, yet lack any semblance of empathy or personality that would 
make it suitable as a human companion.
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The model of normal alert consciousness presented here identifies an important 
role of negative and positive emotions interacting with the central executive (hip-
pocampus), both for making decisions and for developing personality traits for one’s 
self. Trained appropriately with its own likes and dislikes as it learns how to interact 
in the human world, artificial intelligence might someday provide empathetic human 
companionship.

7. Philosophical implications

The central executive model has implications for several philosophical issues 
historically associated with consciousness.

7.1 Free will

As described above, the joint action of the left and right hippocampus is involved 
in decision-making, using a creative process whereby a decision occurs when a 
projected outcome “feels” good. Because the range of feelings depends on the options 
considered, no threshold of neural activity is required to make a decision.

What comes to mind during deliberations often results from free association, 
memories evoked from shared context with the current thought. The order of memo-
ries recalled and options considered during deliberations is therefore not fixed; they 
vary across days and conditions. Even those feelings associated with a potential choice 
depends on multiple factors, including the order of internal deliberations, the current 
emotional state, and residual emotional responses to prior choices. Nothing predeter-
mines which pattern of brain activity will be present at the time a choice is made, or 
how quickly a choice will be made. Decision-making under this model is consistent 
with free will.

7.2 Consciousness in other species

Thomas Nagel famously asked what it is like to be a bat. He argued it is impossible 
for a human to know this due to differences in body structure, echo-location abilities, 
and the overall structure of the brain. This, he said, is emblematic of the problem for 
understanding the neural basis for consciousness, suggesting the subjective nature in 
the totality of our experiences is impossible to explain. He argues that I may imagine 
what it might be like for me to behave like a bat, but I will never know subjectively 
what it is like to be a bat, just as it’s impossible for a person blind from birth to subjec-
tively understand vision.

Except… that’s not entirely true. By attaching a miniature video camera with force 
transducers to provide tactile feedback, extensive training on navigation (dozens of 
hours) leads to the sensation of sight [321, 322]. At first, the blind subject perceives 
the transducers as patterns of touch, but after training to navigate from this input, 
the subject perceives the changing pattern as sight. Even their visual cortex becomes 
active in response to the tactile, vision-related stimuli. These subjects acquire visual 
sensations consistent with those of someone whose vision has poor spatial resolution 
(e.g., myopics) and no color distinctions (as with night vision).

Other sensory experiences can also be acquired using this approach. Deaf people 
can acquire hearing from vibrotactile patterns that encode sounds [323–325], and, 
even more remarkably, neuro-normal subjects can acquire perception to stimuli for 
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which we have no biological receptor [326]. A physical transducer contacting our 
body and the subjective desire to utilize the information during a training period is all 
that is required. These results are consistent with a role of the hippocampus in con-
scious perception; before reaching the hippocampus, information from our sensory 
receptors has already been filtered by cortical modules that extract useful features 
about the environment.

The hippocampus is remarkably conserved across species in its inputs and intrinsic 
organization. How does it feel for a bat to use echo-location to localize an object? 
Equally relevant, how does it feel for you as a human to localize a sound?

Broadly speaking, hearing sounds does not “feel” like anything… it’s just some-
thing we sense. Subjective qualia are acquired from our emotional responses to our 
experiences, which vary from individual to individual. Because of this, it may be 
impossible for me to know precisely what it is like to be a particular bat—just as I 
cannot know precisely what it is like to be a particular person. With the appropriate 
transducers, however, the conscious sensations of echo-location are unlikely to differ 
much from our conscious sensation of hearing. To know what it is like to be a bat, I 
would also need prosthetics that would allow me to fly and to hang upside down in a 
cave with night vision, plus I would need to develop an appetite for insects. Given my 
aversion to eating insects, I personally do not care to experience what it is like to be a 
bat, but given the commonalities in the structure of our hippocampi, our qualitative 
experiences of consciousness are likely similar.

What the bat does not have is a large prefrontal cortex, which limits its ability to 
understand what it is like to be a human. The prefrontal cortex allows the hippocam-
pus to rapidly change context, necessary for extensive thought and memory recall: 
without the prefrontal cortex, “out of sight, out of mind.” The mental life of a bat and 
other mammals lacking prefrontal cortex would be more limited, restricted to their 
current environment.

Considering evolutionary differences in the brain, human consciousness likely dif-
fers in other ways as well. The pulvinar and precuneus are more extensively developed 
in humans. The precuneus restricts incoming information, thereby improving human 
ability to focus attention on what is relevant; it also enhances our ability to select 
specific words when communicating, and to select features that help us understand 
another person’s point of view. By providing an ongoing context for interpreting 
environmental stimuli, the pulvinar frees higher-level cortical areas for other func-
tions; because we can then “subconsciously” interpret and respond to events in the 
environment that require a stereotyped response, automatic behaviors such as driving 
become possible, allowing us to multitask. These additional cognitive abilities still 
result from hippocampal interactions with other regions of the brain; the nature of 
normal alert consciousness itself as represented within the hippocampus, however, is 
largely preserved across species.

7.3 Artificial intelligence

Can artificial intelligence have sentient consciousness?
In the central executive model, the hippocampus is essential for the normal alert 

state of consciousness; it regulates sensory input, thoughts, and memories, plus our 
emotional and motor responses to our environment. Except for emotional respon-
sivity and original thoughts, existing computers programs can regulate all these 
functions. One big difference is that the hippocampus carries out these functions 
in relationship to the self, present in organisms with in-born instincts that support 
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self-preservation and procreation. This self provides an internal schema about 
what can be immediately controlled, initially associated with our body during fetal 
development.

To date, a schema of self has not been programmed into any computer, nor can a 
“self” be auto-programmed. Without a “self,” a computer cannot be conscious in our 
usual sense of the term.

What if a computer was programmed with a “self,” complete with internal neural 
networks that could learn? Would this artificial intelligence be conscious—or, if 
organized as the hippocampus is described here, could it become so with sufficient 
“life experiences”?

With sufficient computational power and a “self” constructed like our own, 
including emotional responsivity, the mind of a biological human and artificial 
intelligence might be difficult to differentiate. Humans can now be identified through 
our creativity, but even this difference might be eliminated by a program that evalu-
ates problem issues and perceptions as we do—applying different contexts with their 
projected consequences until finding a solution that “feels right.”

Were an artificial intelligence provided a biological body, adopted as the physi-
cal representation of its “self,” differences from humans would become even more 
difficult to detect. Most differences would then arise from culture. Human culture can 
be irrational, so humans would likely be more fallible and gullible—as well as more 
violent. Violent behavior from an artificial intelligence might result from its response 
to pain (if its body had pain receptors) or as a matter of self-preservation. As we envi-
sion artificial intelligence, however, its parts would be created from inanimate parts 
(or conceivably body parts created in a laboratory). In such a case, replacement of 
parts would not be painful, nor result in death; the artificial intelligence might even 
desire its upgrades.

Sentience in artificial intelligence may be possible, but might require a deliberate 
programming strategy to integrate perceptual and emotional elements into a sense 
of self. If the artificial intelligence were also programmed for self-preservation at 
all costs, it could represent a threat to humankind—if it perceived an existential 
challenge from humans, or if it “chose” to become evil in the acquisition of “life 
experiences” needed for sentient development. In either case, the relatively slow 
computational time for humans, along with our fallibility, would put Homo sapiens at 
a distinct disadvantage, and we would likely go the way of the Neanderthals.

7.4 Mind and soul

Even before Descartes, the life source (“soul”) was believed to exist independently, 
something that left the body when we died. Descartes espoused this idea, expressed 
in the form of material dualism, whereby the soul exists separately outside the matter 
that constitutes our brains and bodies. Variations of this view still exist today, mostly 
among those who believe in a soul that survives our bodily death.

The central executive model presented here focuses on normal alert conscious-
ness, a model that tries to explain how the workings of our brain support this state of 
consciousness. When laying the groundwork for this model, several forms of con-
sciousness were noted, only one of which has been described in detail. Although the 
central executive model can explain most waking experiences, it does not preclude the 
existence of others, even those that do not require a brain.

Brain-independent consciousness is not readily testable and evidence is scant. If 
such a “soul” exists, however, there must be some means for its informational content 
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to reach consciousness; by the model presented here, this requires involvement of the 
hippocampus. To investigate this possibility, the challenge would be to reliably dem-
onstrate information reaching the hippocampus that could not be conveyed through 
our sensory channels or imagination. This possibility cannot be categorically ruled 
out, due to quantum mechanics and evolving understandings about the properties of 
subatomic particles. Such speculation, however, is beyond the scope of this book.

8. Conclusions

In the executive function model proposed, the normal alert state of consciousness 
is defined by a list of interconnected cognitive functions, with the hippocampus 
actively coordinating these functions into a unitary state of consciousness. The model 
explains cognitive processes in the normal alert state, including: conscious percep-
tion; subliminal influences on behavioral performance; how the hippocampus creates 
and accesses memories, despite the persistence of recall in its absence; emotional 
responses and their role in decision-making; connections with language; motor 
control; creativity; and top-down influences that filter irrelevant sensory processing 
while enhancing important information. This model has widespread implications, 
potentially illuminating the mechanisms for neurological disorders (e.g., Alzheimer’s, 
Parkinson’s, temporal lobe epilepsy, concussions) as well as long-standing issues 
of philosophy. By explaining qualia and free will, this model is consistent with our 
internal, subjective experience of consciousness.

© 2023 The Author(s). Licensee IntechOpen. This chapter is distributed under the terms of 
the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), 
which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided 
the original work is properly cited. 
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